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H ol l y w o o d
by

H i g h l and

M e l i s s a Wa n g

What these i’s have seen

under its electric awning,
the red carpet tongue caresses

by A n n i e

a parade of gold foil beauties.

home styled t.v. volume wars sent me off
deaf, insensitive to the needs of others.
cashed bowl meant it was prime time,
back to school. recessive class skipping
was over.

laughter drifts from
the hidden cavern of
magic rugs and spellbound genies
inside,

into each other’s laps
without a second glance.
while velvet-toed girls,
giddy on endless drinks,

the night begins

H
2

M e l i s s a Wa n g

C

Stranger

R

where Hollywood meets Highland.

A

dance to spin their ghosts off track.

M

from the third floor english class
of elyria high i sat
watching
birds eye view of
ant sized men sell rock on
sixth street. sometimes
knowing i would be onthat
corner, where the crack plaza
pizza stand stood,
soon attempting to pick up
the latest variety of lsd
when the bell
rang freedom from
pretending to pay attention.

strangers tip glasses

by

M c m i l l e n

0

the sun dips
golden orange
into murky water.

0
6

while we make chatter that
disconnects with the inflection
of my wireless saying
no.
the number of collisions
by cell-phone drivers
rises.

still,
i brush against
you, waiting
to scintillate this afternoon’s
promised magic.

i would pace the corner
of sixth and middle avenue
every predawn morning
as the sun began to creep up
over the bell tower.
waiting for release in temporary
comforts that came from the pockets
of men whose names i never knew.

Illust

ratio

your eyes glaze over to rest on
the blond by the window.

n by
Kath
er ine
Wan
g

people avoid touch,
mouths ashy with irreverence;
there is no longer a God.
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LAJ Next month..............

Submit your articles and art for next
months theme of the “ESCAPE.”
Art submissions: art@losangelesjournal.com
Article submissions: submissions@losangelesjournal.com

Look for it MARCH 1, 2006
www.losangelesjour nal.com
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|VISUALS|

s t o r y

a n d

p h o t o s

“Armageddon is nearly upon us and the streets
will flow with the blood of the non-believers.” Too
long for a state motto and not quite the vacation
theme I was looking for, but it’s somehow appropriate to the location. I had just read that quote
written on the restroom wall. I’m visiting some
good friends here in Charleston, South Carolina
for the holidays and we’re at a local bar filling
up our bladders with some alcoholic beverages,
talking about the same things everyone else talks
about, but with different inflections. I grab my
camera and go back to the restroom to shoot off

14
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by

M a r k

Fe rem

a couple flicks of the graffiti I had just seen, because that’s what I do on vacation. Or as a French
poet put it “the muddy road entices”.
The sentiments expressed in restrooms by
authors and artists cover a wide range of mimetic
culture and social commentary, from rainmanlike rants to thin layers of emotional residue
celebrating the beauty of our imperfections. The
motivations of restroom graffiti are a bit different than street graffiti; most, if not all restroom
pieces go unsigned. The dynamic is in the content

www.losangelesjour nal.com

of the piece, not in the signature. The attraction for me is in documenting the ritual of these
anonymous moments where words and images
are strung together like prayer beads in ceremony. We exist between transient moments,
between the thoughts and offerings scrawled on
these wailing walls. The artists hope that these
words and images that spackle the walls across

time might connect us all to who we are,
and what we love, believe, and fear. As a
form of communication it’s not beyond
human comprehension that these moments somehow allow one a sense of
freedom to express oneself without the
baggage our identity requires. Can we
escape who we are or what we believe
ourselves to be?
As I make an adjustment on my lens
and take a couple shots, I write down the
date, time and location. I turn to Kathy
whom I met a few moments ago. She
just walked out of the women’s restroom
when I asked her any pieces of graffiti
lingered inside. Amazed, with a perforated smile she asked “Why?”
M
A
R
C
H
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I explained my on-going project of
documenting restroom graffiti, and how
I was specifically looking for some choice
specimens in Charleston. She told me
she never pays attention to the scribblings on the bathroom walls but for
the first time she had written something
in response to a piece a moment ago in
the women’s restroom. I asked her what
made her do it, what moved her? She
took me inside the restroom. It read:
“I’m so alone” with a drawing of a frowning smiley face icon. Her response next
to it read: “Awe…We are all united by
our existential isolation.”
Jedi mysticism indeed.
I arrive back home in LA, a new
year for some, another year for most. I
unpack my camera and start to download the images. I make my way to the
roof of my apartment. It’s that place that
everyone goes to take account of life’s
accumulated moments. As
I look out over the city a
familiar sound, sirens, sing
and a helicopter chirps
with a spot light chasing
someone looking for an exit off the 101
freeway. I wonder if we’re all trying to
find our next exit.
“While I breathe, I hope.” Hmmm…
that wasn’t in the brochure. n
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Run Away To
Fill The Well
by

C o rey

B l a ke
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A

s an artist, especially
one who is working
full time at their
craft, at their marketing
and at their public relations strategy, it is imperative to find a little
escape every day and
not overwork yourself.

An empty artist has
no inspiration with which
to create. Getting out into
the world and remembering
that our art is a reflection of our
life’s experiences is as important
as doing the work itself. One great
way to escape the humdrum of your
own craft (which can get tedious for
certain), is to read.
I remember when I was a regular
acting student at Playhouse West in
North Hollywood, I was studying
under Jeff Goldblum and Christopher Liebe and they were always so
emphatic about our life education
alongside the development of our
art. The school essentially mandates
that its students read every month and reflect on
that reading through a book report. Thinking of
it now it makes me laugh at how many people
grumbled about having to do what they felt was a
flashback to high school. But what a gift that was,
helping us understand that as artists, we must
escape into other worlds, we must find inspiration for our own work through that of others. We

16
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read biographies, novels,
instructional pieces;
anything that related to
living and acting.
As a full time writer
now, I find it is imperative to read the works
of others. I used to be
so stubborn and always
wanted to find my own
path and my own brilliance.
I didn’t want to take the
words of others––I needed to
experience learning for myself!!
I was a fool!!!! Don’t make that
same mistake. Absorb everything
you can – read the words of your predecessors, take in advice from unlikely
places. Read the stories of those who have
achieved great success and learn from
those who tried their best, but only tasted
the agony of defeat in their art.
Creating a successful career is a life
long journey. Understand that there is a
need to balance from start to finish. Hard
work and hard escape make for an interesting artist that the world wants to follow. With
your continued education, comes your continued
growth, and an artist that is always evolving is
one that is worth watching. n
Corey Blake is the Development Director for LA Film Lab Entertainment (www.lafilmlab.com) and owner of Writers of the Round
Table. Corey is currently juggling five screenplays, two manuscripts
and half a dozen regular articles for magazines.
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The
fast
food
taste
test

We at LAJ are as diverse as the many drivethrus that litter every intersection. So we sent
our people, yes OUR PEOPLE, out to the
streets to do some investigatory journalisms,
as Zoolander would say. Their assignment? Eat
the grungy, yet delish five-minute-$5 meals, and
rate them in terms of speed, price and overall
impression So get your bib, here is how the we
ranked the drivethru chains here in LA.
B Y
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MEET THE GUINEA PIGS
Sara:

Travis:

Stephanie:

I don’t eat fast food that
often, although I crave
Taco Bell a few times a
month!

I eat fast food probably five-times a week.
Mexican (not Fastfood)
and Prime Rib are my
favorites.

I do not frequent fast
food establishments.
In fact, I usually try to
avoid them unless I’m
on a road trip.

Popeye’s:

$6.27

BEWARE OF ATTACKING BIG MAC. USE THE
FRIES AS BAIT!

www.losangelesjour nal.com

$6.37

YES. SALAD IS
A FOOD. AND IT
DOESN’T TASTE LIKE
MEAT HERE.

Taco Bell
SPEED: 4 minutes.
Taco Bell—chicken quesadilla is awesome. It
has a really good spice
inside. Also the pintos
and cheese are a good
size and pretty tasty.

$5.50

A.W.E.S.O.M.E.

PURE GLUTTONY.
THAT WON’T STOP
ME.

6

Ordered a Big Mac Meal,
chicken fajita and a sundae.
The Big Mac fell apart after
two bites, but the fries were
great. The chicken fajita
wasn’t bad, especially for
$!, but the sundae was
what hit the spot.

$6.25

0

SPEED: 10 minutes.

The number 5. Nachos
Bell Grande and a Taco
Supreme. I always get
an extra Taco Supreme
so I am fully disgusted
by the end of the meal.

0

CHEESY PO-TA-TOS!
CAN’T GO WRONG
THERE. YUM.

McDonald’s

Wendy’s—grilled
chicken sandwich and
garden salad. The
garden salad is actually
not too bad as far as
fast food produce goes.

2

$3.65

NO LINE, NO FLAVOR,
BUT CHEAP.

SPEED: 4 minutes

H

SPEED: 3 minutes
Had a beef chalupa, a
spicy chicken taco and
cheesy potatoes. Chalupas are one of my favorite
things! The bready shell
is filled with plenty of
meat and toppings. Taco
Bell is a great option for a
cheap, tasty meal.

$2.14

SPEED: 3 minutes.

C

Taco Bell

Nobody was in line at the
drive thru. Ordered two
tacos and a jumbo jack
w/out cheese. The tacos
were greasy, but they
always taste great. The
jumbo jack was alright.
Would’ve been better if
I’d remembered to ask for
Ranch dressing..

Taco Bell
R

A DOLLAR A MINUTE,
NOT WORTH IT.

SPEED: 6-7 minutes.

Wendys

A

$6.70

Jack in
the Box

M

SPEED: 5 minutes.
There was a bit of
confusion between the
employees.
I got the popcorn shrimp
combo meal. I substituted coleslaw for fries.
It included a biscuit and
a drink. Popcorn shrimp
are pretty much all about
the batter, and Popeye
does it pretty well. The
cocktail sauce was a
good accompaniment.
The biscuit doesn’t quite
compare to KFC’s!

Andrew:
I try to eat healthy, but
sometimes I just get the
urge to splurge on some
junk food.

In-N-Out
SPEED: 7 minutes
The number 1. Double
Cheeseburger with Fries
and a Coke. There is
no equal to In-N-Out’s
burgers on the fast food
market. I’ll choose
them over any of the
other fast food joints.
Don’t forget to look at
the bible references on
the bottom of the cups.

$4.99

PORN SHOP NAME.
BUT BETTER THAN
SEX!

l.a.j.
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|AROUND TOWN|

It’s All
by

J C

J a re s s

Yellow

Lights

gain, I am on the 2 and the 5 and the 110 and the 10. The perpetual traffic seems extra heavy because I am late. Like so many other
nights, I was up into the early morning – simply trying to catch up.
And so, I wake late, skip another shower, dress and hurriedly brush
my teeth. I have no time to brush down on the uppers and up on the
lowers; I race to drag the brush across them all. I subsist on coffee
and toast and cigarettes. I would love to help save the environment
(and increase my gas mileage by up to 6%) by driving at a more even
pace. But, again, I can’t. I am on the gas. Gas.
I would love to help save the
Brake. Gas. Brake. This is the mantra of my life.
Gas and brake. I know this is no way to live. It is
environment (and increase my
unhealthy,
unproductive and ultimately, unfulfilling. In
gas mileage by up to 6%) by
my haste I forget things. The eight pages I slaved over last
driving at a more even pace.
night and finally “finished” writing at 3:20 this morning are
But, again, I can’t.
still sitting in the tray of my printer while I . . .I am on the

A
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M

long, ever-merging 5 and 110 interchange hoping to be in Culver
City – with the eight pages – in 40
minutes. This is just not working.
They tell me that speed kills,
and I believe them. The speed
of our lives is killing us. Forget
about our health, that’s not what
I’m talking about – it’s too obvious. Forget about productivity
and waste and money, they’re
too quantifiable – if you can put
a value on it, it’s not what I’m
talking about.
Speed kills our dreams and
turns them into entries in our
checkbook. Speed kills the soft
genuine moments when lovers’
eyes melt into each other and
exchanges them for a lip-smacking peck and a promise to try
to share dinner tonight. Speed
kills our childhoods. Soccer.
Music. Dance. Tutoring. Please,
someone tell me why children
have so much stuff that they
must drag carry-on luggage to
school? Eight-year olds need
only a sandwich, a pencil and a
mind like an open sky . . . they
will have plenty of opportunities
to deal with their childhood baggage when they turn 30.
Speed kills our innocence, trust
and basic goodness and turns us
into those people we swore not to
become. We work for people we
don’t even like. For companies
we don’t philosophically agree
with. For industries we know kill
people with still more speed. It is
speed at all costs. We are complicit and we know it.
We would love to say, “I’m
just carrying it for a friend . . .
it’s not mine” but that would
be yet another lie. Today, we
hardly recognize the people that
we have become – if we did, it
would break our hearts, and so
. . .gas and brake.
Gas and brake. n

l.a.j.
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Rear-View eflections
Feeling the road rage? Here’s a new game to alleviate the anger, check out the danglings in
the rear-view mirror of the car beside you. If it’s lame, then you win. Fun game huh? Read on.
by

Fayeruz

Barbari

Perhaps it’s a survival skill I’ve honed from
sitting in LA traffic, but I’ve discovered that one
can analyze people by what’s hanging from their
rear-view mirror.
For regular 405ers, a car’s inside is where
objects of comfort and familiarity surround
us. So next time, while you’re waiting to get
to your final destination, take a deep breath,
forget the heart-wrenching reality that is your
daily morning drive to work and take a look
around.

24
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FUZZY DICE Only cool when hung in vain.
People who hang them in vintage cars, preferably convertible and painted metallic shades have every right to
do it and it goes with their motif. If some kid hangs it in
a Honda, they are just a bit out of touch. They most likely
wear too much gel, and still quote from Swingers.You
know the type, they can’t say “Vegas” without following it
with “Baby.”

CARDBOARD AIR FRESHENERS Most
likely, these people lack imagination. They want their car
to smell good and wouldn’t mind a little decoration. So

www.losangelesjour nal.com
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they snatch one up at the Pep Boys checkout line while
buying WD40. These people wear khakis and don’t stray
far from that. Their ideal vacation is in the Carribean, and
many have computer jobs they can’t stand. But the people
who pile on the cardboard pine trees until it becomes a
messy stack swinging in the cabin are among the worst.
Their message is, “Ha! Look how clever I am! I will not
replace the old pine tree with the new! I will add on.
Eventually, I will have a stack of thirty and people
will think I’m CRAZY!” They like this idea, being
unordinary. They think some of us may be stupid
enough to believe they purchased them all at
once, and are driving around in an olfactory
coma. No, all this says is, “My car smells.”

GRADUATION TASSLES If
they appear fresh out of college or high school,
it’s okay. The key is the year on the tassle. If
it is more than two to three years past the
graduation date, it’s a bit sad. These people
were either once popular, once in marching
band, or were first in their family to receive a degree
and paid for it themselves, thank you very much.

www.losangelesjour nal.com

SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES These types
are usually the earth-loving vegetarians, or people who want
to appear that way. Whole Foods markets and Yoga Centers have parking lots twinkling with these dangling stones.
Then there are the fakers.You know the type; people who
run to the the Prius dealership to buy an electric hybrid
car because Cameron Diaz has one, then
go to parties announcing their purchase,
awaiting praise. They are vegetarian at
parties and restaurants until they get a
whiff of BBQ on the way home,
and slam into the nearest
Wendy’s drive-thru.

|AROUND TOWN|

1, 2,3.
Escapes for every
personailty
Get a way by heading
north. San Fran has so

0

6

many great hidden secrets to help you forget
life in in So. Cal. At least

M
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for three days.

B y A d ri a

H ag g

Three girls, three days and three different

bank

accounts—San

Francisco

is a dream destination for a gal pal retreat if planned accordingly. Grab your
old college allies and head west because
whether you’re a big spender, party girl
or thrifty flower child, the City by the
Bay offers affordable spas, unique watering holes and secret shopping steals.
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One way to appease your best friends and their
pocket books is to stay at less expensive boutique
hotels, splurge on a dinner or massage--or vice
versa. Take your new found knowledge and mix
and match, there’s no reason not to live it up at
Hotel Vitale but save it up at Cafe Macaroni; girlfriends should worry about what to wear instead
of what to spend.

Day 1: Fridays Lap of Luxury.

Yes, we all know her or secretly wake ourselves with
a Brittany Spears attitude--heading out the door
with our “Platinum” clenched tightly in our fists
to charge the next gluttonous dose of spa therapy
or retail binge. If the Dior people know you on a

www.losangelesjour nal.com
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After blowing the dust off the old Amex, she’s
hard to beat when it comes to finding the early
bird specials or that chic vintage lace top at the
local second hand store. We’ve all got a few Old
Navy tanks in the closet and sometimes double
check the bill for mistakes--who says indulgence
costs an arm and a leg?
The Pork Store: Biscuits and gravy, scrambled
eggs and of course, bacon, make this Haight Street
classic a must see on a Sunday morning. Excuse the
grease and small quarters for grub that only mama
could dish out. Too busy? Try All You Knead across
the street for no lines and cheap eats.Wasteland:
Dig through vintage coats, tees and Levi’s and find
the true meaning of California Dreamin’. While
not everyone is accustomed to such fashion hunting, Wasteland is wisely organized and it’s hard to
leave without that original 80’s Def Leopard ringer
tee. If you’re not into the second hand experience,
check out Villains Vault and Behind the Post Office-Haight is a great shopping secret with numerous
designer boutiques. We’re not sure if Janis Joplin
would have approved but we do!
GoodByes: Consignment clothing in a posh
neighborhood, “desperate housewives” unload
their mint condition designer goods while locals
happily scoop them up. Hit or miss--if you hit, you
hit the jackpot like a recent find of Todd’s leather
driving shoes for $70. Good luck!
Caffe Macaroni: Stepping into this North Beach
favorite is like a step back into the “Old Country,”
waiters greet you with a smile and perfect Italian.
Food is a steal but if you’re over 5’9 and claustrophobic, refrain from dining upstairs. At $10.50,
the Orecchiette con Broccoli Rab is hard to beat
and that’s just the beginning... n

R

A martini in one hand, a cigarette in the other.
The bartender always pours a little bit more Grey
Goose for her. Welcome to the party! San Francisco is no exception to the rule of fun--let loose and
get it started because this foggy fortress will make
you forget that heartbreaker back home.
International Orange: Prepare your body for
what’s to come because San Francisco nightlife
takes no prisoners. The Jolie, a balancing blend of
Rose, Bergamot and Chamomile along with the hot
rock massage will rejuvenate and restore because
we all could use a little help from our friends. With
four treatments, you save 10%.
Chez Papa: This Protrero hideaway is a cab ride
across town but well worth the sunny skies, juicy mimosas and hot French Fries with nothing other than
their special mayonnaise aioli--Tres Bien!
Blue Jean Bar: Squeeze into a pair of Joe’s
Jeans or try to decide what color crown on the
Beckham Rock and Republics--nothing can prepare you for a night out better than the perfect
pair of denim. You’re guaranteed to find a pair
you can’t live without here. Saunter up to the bar
and order a jean cocktail--the only hang over may
be in your pocket book.
Mingle: A few doors from the pricier Blue Jean
Bar, local designers fill this Union Street new-bee

Day 3: Sundays Cheap Date.

A

Day 2: Saturday Party Hardy.

with one of a kind frocks at not so local prices.
Grab that modern 80s tee you never thought
you’d see again. You just might make yourself,
and them, famous.
U Street Bar/Restaurant: Owners Scott Loose
and John Kelley may turn heads, but so does this
hopping venue where everyone seems to know
your name and bartender Amil, a former Army
Ranger, just might share a story or two while
shaking his famous margarita.

M

first name basis, your hair has never seen anything
other than the likes of Kiehl’s, and your feet know
nothing but the height of a Jimmy Choo then this
is for you:
Hotel Vitale: Steps away from the bustling markets and shops of the Ferry Building, Vitale offers
a hip contemporary vibe, a hot happy hour with
young financial district preps and side by side massages, so you can take in bridge views with your
partners in crime. Cleanse the mind and body in
rooftop baths, nibble on cheeses from the Cowgirl
Creamery in the Ferry Building and take in the San
Francisco skyline; even the thrifty will leave their
heart and budget.
Rose’s Cafe: Truly a neighborhood haunt; check
out Pac Heights high society as they meander
through the door in Juicy Jumpsuits and the latest
Versace shades. Sip tea outside while nibbling on
the daily special pizza or homemade coffee cake.
Spare a dime and share the pizza.
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Katherine
Chiu, a native Los
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Angeleno, currently
studying illustration
at the Art Center
in Pasadena, talks
about her town and
a wonderful childhood imagination
that inspires her fresh
and creative works.
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Q: Do you feel like Los Angeles is a good
place to work professionally for an artist?
A: I think this city is a great place for an artist
to thrive. Now is an amazing time to be an artist,
especially since communication has become more
accessible through the internet. Los Angeles is an
ideal place, because it is on the cutting edge of new
technology. Computer graphics is emerging more
in film and there are many entertainment studios
here that support that. Editorial illustration is also
expansive and there are also great galleries that
embrace non-traditional artwork. I’ve lived in Los
Angeles almost my whole life, so I tend to forget
how open the city is to new ideas until I leave it and
am glad to come back.

A:
The creative
process is long and sometimes
frustrating but each step can be rewarding.
Usually, I start with an idea or an image that I can’t
get out of my head. I have this box of vague ideas that
is waiting to be developed. I then do a lot of research
on the subject and figure out what I am trying to say.
Sometimes, I don’t figure that part out until the end.
I do sketches for the concept, trying to sketch it out
from different perspectives or scenes. I then finalize
the drawing and once I have a solid drawing, I plan
the technical elements for the painting, such as the
values and the colors. The tone of the piece usually is
what determines the color palette. Recently I find it
more satisfying to work intuitively. I’ve been planning less and letting things come up as I paint.

M

Q: What are some of your inspirations from
the city of Los Angeles?
A: Los Angeles has so much to offer. I took a landscape painting class last spring where we would go
to different areas of Los Angeles each week to paint
from life, and it was amazing to see such a variety
of places. I painted scenic beaches, industrial buildings, rocky mountains, quiet parks, poppy hills and
isolated factories. There are also such extremes
in Los Angeles, from the wealthy plazas of Rodeo
Drive to the dilapidated houses of South Central,
yet each place evokes a mood and a distinct beauty
that I use in my paintings. Not only is Los Angeles
aesthetically pleasing, but it also has a diverse community, and by living here I am exposed to people
of all sorts of different backgrounds and cultures.

Q: What was your best place to go to be
alone and imagine when you were a kid?
A: I had a vivid imagination in grade school and I
had a best friend who was equally unique. During
recess we pretended we were explorers charting new
territory and we would build bridges out of sticks
and rocks to cross over the erupting volcanoes. She
would come over after school and we would spend
hours living in this imaginary world. There was a
giant oak tree in the corner of my backyard and we
would hide there and pretend the tree was a space
shuttle. All the different nooks in the tree were
gadgets. My parents must have thought we were delusional, but I think my imaginative childhood help
me tap into a creative place today. ■

Q: Describe how imagination plays out in
the creation of your work.
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Remember that 94 year old man who mowed down all those people at a Farmer’s
Market in Santa Monica a couple of years ago?
Yeah, neither does the DMV.
Which is why, even though it should be, it’s not as easy as you might think to get
an elderly driver off the road. The Department of Motor Vehicles doesn’t have an
“old people hotline,” even though they probably should. When I call up, I have to
keep saying, over and over again,
“Hello, my grandmother is too old to be driving, and I think you should revoke her license.”
“Hello, my grandmother is 95 and she still has her
license, and I think you should retest her.”
“Hello...can you transfer me to the right department? My grandmother is too old to
drive.” The longer I stay on the line, the
more I start to feel like I’m in some kind
of qualifying round for “World’s Worst
Granddaughter” reality show.
I have to keep reminding myself
that every time I tell someone she
still has her license, they actually ask
me what town she lives in, so they
can stay away from there.
Years went by. The license renewals kept coming. Now even SHE
keeps saying “Wow, Lori---I can’t
believe they keep renewing it.”
2003, she’s 93 and still on
the road. The only reason she’s
still driving is because she’s my
mom’s roommate, and we can keep an
eye on her. Then suddenly, tragically, my
mom passes away at 59, leaving my grandma alone in a big house with her own car.
The social worker at the hospital takes me aside
and tells me I need to “deal with the situation.” Two years
later, all I can think of is this-maybe call the DMV, casually mention she’s 95 and still on the road, and let them take the action. Then
I’m not the bad guy, and she’s out of harm’s way. A great plan-in theory.

M
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Anonymous, apparently, is code
for “I don’t have the balls.”

A

years old. I think back to all the people who’ve
been telling me I have to “deal with it,”and how
they would feel if they had to go into their grandma’s handbag to get the driver’s license number in
order to rat her out.
I quickly memorize the number, noting the
irony inherent in the fact that it actually does note
on the license that she was born in 1901. This
makes me start thinking about the fact that when
she was born, nobody even had a car. I cannot
sink any lower. I am about to ruin my Nana’s life.
The letter is short and sweet. It contains the
number. It says what the DMV told me to say. I
slowly type “Anonymous” at the end. Anonymous,
apparently, is code for “I don’t have the balls.”
That’s fine. I don’t need the balls. I seal it, put it in
it’s envelope. I put it on the piano, which is where
outgoing
mail goes in
my house.
Somehow, it
stays there
for a week,
then two. Apparently the mental hurdle wasn’t
overcome with the phonecall to the DMV. The
actual life ruining action is something that needs
follow through.
I cannot send the letter. After the whole process, it’s too much to set the wheels in motion
for a old woman who lost her husband and her
daughter, all in the span of five years. The letter
sits on the piano.
It’s no longer just a letter. Now it’s a symbolof too much responsibility, of a decision, once
made, that cannot be unmade. An action, both
outcomes of which just suck.
Finally, mercifully, my grandma agrees to
move to a small, senior-type apartment that is
closer to my uncle, meaning there is no longer
any reason for her to drive. She keeps the license, but agrees to limit her car use to “rarely.”
My family sees this as a great improvement.
I’m not 100% satisfied, since I suspect she will
use “rarely” as an excuse to drive herself to
the casino as long as she still has a license, but
at least I can take the letter off the piano and
throw it away.
I still say they should implement an “Old
Person’s Hotline.” I mean, really. ■

M

When I finally get to the “Defcon 5” department
of the DMV, I’d told that it’s not as easy as you
might think to get an elderly driver’s license revoked. “Just because someone’s old, doesn’t mean
we can just take her license away,” says the voice
on the other end of the line.
“It doesn’t?” I say, genuinely surprised. These
are the people who keep sending her the license
renewal-I thought they just did this until someone
pointed it out. Apparently not. When I suggest
that maybe it would be a good idea to test the old
folks every year after they turn 90 and no longer
have all their motor skills, she also balks. “That
would take a lot of paperwork, you know.”
Should I be scared that the DMV doesn’t have a
sophisticated enough computer system to ALERT
them when a person it over the age of 90?
We go back
and forth in this
manner until I
ask point blank
what it’s going to
take to get them to
retest my Nana. “Well,” says the clerk after some
thought (and what sounds like a Cheeto). “You
could send a letter to the Department of Safety,
saying that you think she’s an unsafe driver and
that you think we should re-test her. For this,
we’ll need her name, address, and driver’s license
number. You can do this all anonymously.”
But, how am I supposed to get her driver’s
license number anonymously? I feel like I’m
trapped inside a Dostoevsky novel. “Don’t you
have a database for this?” I ask. She chortles, eats
another Cheeto. “Oh, we can’t give that out. That’s
private information.”
Now I’m not just the granddaughter that called
the DMV. I’m about to become the granddaughter
that snuck into her grandma’s purse to look at her
driver’s license number in order to rat her out to
the DMV. Good times.
I drive to her house like I’m some catburglar.
She’s making me tuna salad on wheat toast at exactly 1:30pm (the time when she eats her supper
everyday). I see her purse on her bed and walk
toward it. Slowly, I take out the wallet. If she sees
me, what am I going to say?
On the other hand, if I don’t do this, she’s going
to keep driving until they take her license away,
which at this rate is going to be when she’s 100
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country. The rich are getting richer, while the
poor continue to slide deeper into disillusionment. But what does it take to change things?
There are vast resources in Tinsel Town, yet
every night over 84, 000 people are homeless
in LA County. Almost 650,000 children in LA
are living in poverty, and they comprise almost
forty percent of all poor people in the country.
In LA, public education remains disturbingly
inadequate and unequal.
On top of that, poor people pay more in taxes,
percentage wise. In California, people living
under the poverty line, pay 11.3% of their income
taxes, compared to 7.2% that the wealthiest pay.
Corporations pay less than that, at around 6% of
their revenues. This is not progress. This is not a
system that fosters equality and justice. It is too
cliché to call this the land of opportunity and it is
downright naïve to cling to the American Dream.
Many opportunities do exist in the United States,
but it is clear that there are broken rungs on
America’s socioeconomic ladder.
In no other city is the allure of glamour and
fortune as tempting and fantastic as it is in LA.
The Hollywood sign rests dramatically above
the city, representing the city’s beauty and
wealth. But so far, there is no Hollywood ending
for the poor. n

0
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“The meaning of our movement
to End Poverty In California … is
that our people have reached the
saturation point as regards suffering…That is too heavy a burden of
suffering for any civilized community
to carry.” Upton Sinclair

A

E

veryone in Los Angeles knows the
names Marquette Frye and Rodney
King. They have been icons for revolution, by igniting some of the most
furious and violent riots this country
has ever seen. They represent rare occasions in
LA’s rich history when the people have taken matters into their own hands, and demanded equality,
housing, jobs and education.
Poverty is the driving force behind revolution. It is the poor that must demand change.
But rarely does that change come. When the
flames settle, the problems that create this
urban crisis are never addressed. Rather than
exposing the political and economic systems
that do not offer living wage jobs or equal
access to education, the LA riots only bring to
mind images of senseless anger and aggression.
Revolutions are not always expressed in the
form of a riot, although in LA it’s easy to think
otherwise. Regardless, a concerted effort to address the issues of poverty and race is in store.
In LA, one of the richest cities, in the richest
state, in the richest country, nearly one quarter
of the population still lives in poverty. According to United States Census Bureau, Los Angeles
income inequality has increased since 1968,
creating the largest gap in income in the entire
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e ever-so-carefully swivels
the martini glass in his hand,
allowing its apple-berry
goodness to dance dangerously close to the rim. The
striking specimen of a man
is careful not to spill even a
single drop of his chic spirit. It had cost more than
the cab ride over. (And that malodorous chauffeur
had not come cheap either.)
His name is Cole, but those who know him
well (the few and far between) call him empty.
The impeccably trendy twenty-something’s
hazel eyes, inebriated with alcohol and cynicism
in equal measure, sift through the assorted as-
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liquor and dillusions.
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semblage that packs La-La Land’s latest, trendiest
homo haven hot spot. On the dance floor, extralarge men in extra-small tank tops execute their
best Beyonce-inspired ass-fabulous booty-bounce.
At the bar, lipstick lesbians reminisce about
last week’s killer Home Depot clearance over
domestic beers. In the corner, rentable blonde
bottom boys, who proudly list special skills like
“non-existent gag-reflex” and “virgin bubble butt”
on their acting (*wink*wink*wink*) resume,
advertise their wares. With bulging biceps, botulism-filled foreheads, tange-tinted skin tones, and
bleached-blonde highlights, the people, personalities and personality disorders of West Hollywood
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mall, but maybe (gosh-darn-it) that’s OK too!”
are, once again, out and proud in indistinguishAnd he truly believed it.
able, cliquish droves.
With no one drop-dead gorgeous enough to
That was, until, he left the Windy City and
kill the time on his impeccably manicured hands, found himself MIA in LA. The tyrannical tenet
the handsome hunk looks to his watch for an
of the pretty people quickly schooled him in the
explanation. He finds edification by visual confir- multiple upon millions of ways to loath oneself.
mation as the hour-hand just barely caresses the
(And Cole was a quick study.)
“9.” It is early. The pretty people are still primpThe beautiful beau winces as he recalls his
ing, pumping and purging. Our hero catches
first interaction with one of WeHo’s Brahman,
a perpetually shirtless demigod in Prada pants
himself in the conundrum: Then what are you
and Calvin Klein flip-flops. Nervous eye contact,
doing here? He pauses for a moment to ponder
the mental query; however, in doing so, the sexy
followed by an elusive smile, followed by an
stud catches a glimpse of his enigmatic reflection arduously awkward trek to the box on which the
in an ornamental wall mirror. Distracted, his
supermodel danced, followed by an anxious in(somewhat) deep thought heads
for more shallow water.
Fattie must be new in town, for he is obviously
He orders another drink.
oblivious to the rules. Eating solid food in a
The truth is that Cole hates
being sober, and he refuses to
gay bar is likened to shopping the sale rack at
drink alone at home. Alcoholics
the Beverly Center.
drink alone at home. Functional
alcoholics, on the other hand,
drink alone at bars. And, if Cole is anything
troduction: Hi, I’m Cole. A pause so pregnant that
(which is questionable, in and of itself), he is fully it could have been having triplets. Then a judgmental once-over, followed by a sadistic smile,
functional.
Apathetic to the pathetic populace that surrounds followed by an extra midsection inch pinch to our
hero’s widespread waistline, followed by a painhim, the brooding bachelor indulges himself in an
allegorical, three-heeled click home, recollecting the fully humiliating jiggle: “Cole’s got a little cushion
for the pushin’, huh?”
Midwestern men of his youth. The most un-metroReeking with the sullied stench of mortifisexual of men this side of the Mississippi, they are a
cation, the Midwestern innocent felt as if he
far cry from the boy-band rejects and cookie-cutter
would dissolve into a deluge of distraught tears.
fairies that currently flit about the bar. They are
But the water-works did not run. Instead, the
real men. Manly men. Men with farmer tans, seven
embarrassing altercation conjured up inspirao’clock shadows, and t-shirts with actual sleeves.
tion to unleash the motivation that would turn
Men that eat (carbohydrates), drink (regular beer),
his current flab-u-lous-ness into utter fab-uand are merry.
lous-ness.
(And not a limp-wristed *snap*snap*snap*
Cole’s maturation in the City of Superficial
Hey, Mary!). His pre-uncloseted, teenage stompAngels played out like a masochistic MasterCard
ing grounds, the streets of Chicago’s BoysTown, ran
commercial. Searing his flesh in a fake-‘n-bake
under the democratic rule of glorified imperfection,
booth: $35. A trip to Pink Cheek’s for a hairy
and everyone was accepted as a fabulously flawed
Italian’s worst nightmare: $84. Highlights and
head of state.
A corn-fed farmboy with imperfect skin and
eyebrow tinting from Irman, stylist to the stars:
just-cute-enough-to-be-loveable lovehandles,
$220. A personal trainer named Hans who, obviCole looked different then. Hair: a dusty brown,
ously, was not held enough as a child: $300. But
skin: a whitish white, wardrobe: a banality of
developing a set of abs that the Amish would kill
bland, he operated under the daily affirmation;
to launder on? Priceless. Yes, for some people,
“maybe I’ll never see myself tattooed across every there was daily caloric sustenance; for Cole, there
Abercrombie bag in every American shopping
was a diet consisting exclusively of coffee, cigarettes, vodka shots and carb-free Jelly Bellies. But
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it worked; he had effectively morphed himself into
the WeHomo ideal: a starving, sticky, soulless,
sweaty (but strangely smooth) shadow of a psychopath with the 30-inch waist and the eight-pack
stomach that most Ethiopians spend a lifetime
trying to achieve.
“Sssshit, ssssssisssssssssster!” Cole’s consciousness returns to the three-ring reality freak show
that was his Friday night. A dejected, drunk drag
queen with an axe to grind and a sibilant “S” to kill,
stumbles by: “Ssssssssssit on it and ssssssssssspin,
bitchesssssssss!” She yells this to everyone and no
one in particular at the very same time.
Desperate for reprieve, Cole scans the packed
bar yet again for fresh (hell, even marginally unspoiled) meat. No luck. Only fat chicks and flaming faggots for miles. His waning attention falls
to a rotund man alone at a table for two. Like the
unavoidable spectacle that is a deadly freeway pile
up, Cole watches as the Fattie shovels chili cheese
fries into his reddened, puffy face. The obese oddity
solely devours the mammoth appetizer with a
guilt-free gusto that would make Dr. Atkins turn in
his grave like a rotisserie chicken on a spit. Ranch
dressing cascades down his triple chin. Grease
slathers his salivating tongue. Starch fills his protruding belly. Carbohydrates pulsate through his
congested veins.
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Fattie must be new in town, for he is obviously
oblivious to the rules. Eating solid food in a gay bar
is likened to shopping the sale rack at the Beverly
Center. It is just one of those things that any good,
self-respecting SoCal homosexual does not do.
Under any circumstance.
Like a defenseless doe in the woods, the poorlydressed pudge-ball senses Cole’s inauspicious eyes.
Fattie looks up. The men make corneal contact. Our
hero hesitates, for he realizes that he is standing on
the metaphoric threshold of what his therapist so
often refers to as a “growth experience.” He should
return the chubby chap’s childlike smile (or, at the
very least, blankly stare past him. )
In a better world, these strangers would
become friends. Perhaps even monogamous
lovers. But this isn’t a better world. This is West
Hollywood, where only the pretty survive. Fattie
needs to learn his place in the urban food chain.
Allowing the aquifer of self-hate which powers
through his taut body to spring forth, Cole says it
best by saying nothing at all. His enlightened eyes
roll with a sarcasm that punctuates every syllable
of his non-verbal return: Fat chance, Fat-Ass.
Wounded, the overweight untouchable returns
to his fried fiesta. Unaffected, Cole orders another costly cocktail. The circle of superficial life
is reaffirmed yet again. ■
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I am still not used to the
traffic and noise and constant movement of this city,
and I am a born and raised Southern Californian. So, finding little ways to escape and
relax are as necessary as bottled water and
sun block. Last night, I found a new one. The
Disney Concert Hall.
Originally, I was doing my brother a favor so
he didn’t have to go alone. He had received
free tickets from a relative to attend last
night’s concert by the Los Angeles Philharmonics New Music group led by Thomas
Ades, Green Umbrella.
Seemingly no one wanted to go, and, as I
shared with the woman sitting next to me, I
was warned that I may wish I hadn’t come as
well. Modern Classical music, according to the
handy Wikipedia, is marked by it’s “avant-garde

www.losangelesjour nal.com

traditions, including musical experimentalism.”
In other words, I may not like the sound of it.
She explained that there was a reason for
this music; it was to express the signs of our
Modern times, of frustration and pain and
fear through the ‘transitions’ of the music.
Ah, this is where she got me. I thought, “I
may be having a ‘light bulb moment”; my life
is wrought with transitions right now and I
feel out of rhythm and out of tune. I opened
my mind, sat back, and fell away into a space
of magic that this new concert hall, with its
extraordinary architecture and fantastic musicians offered me, and I escaped.
So for just about the price of an evening
at the movies, I found an amazing place to
disappear to, in my own backyard.
And as always seems to happen, what ended
up being a favor for someone else, served
me far more than I realized it would. n
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The Evolution of Television:
Thinner, smaller and meaner.

T

by

S a r a

B. A l l i s o n

elevision has revolutionized our way of seeing since its invention in
the 1920s. It brought news of war, triumphs — like walking on the
moon — and sitcoms we watch purely for entertainment on the comforts of our living room couches. Screen size, the number of channels available and ways of recording video are just a few things that
changed dramatically as TV evolved.
TV in the 70s, when I was a child, projected only black and
white and broadcasted a handful of stations. Today, kids are raised not by parents
but the hundreds of channels programmed into the small electronic box. They can
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watch video content on an iPod,
a gadget small enough to fit in a
pocket.
Philo Taylor Farnsworth
first began thinking about the
concept of television when he
was 14 years old in 1906. He developed the idea and finally felt
confident enough to share his
invention with the press. In September 1928, he released the dissector tube, the first all-electronic
picture, which remains the basis
of all television today.
Sony manufactured the first
consumer camcorder, which utilized 8 mm video format in 1983.
These devices combined a video
camera with the VHS/betamax
recorder, all in one. The company
went on to update that large version with the Handy Cam camcorder a year later. Only 12 years
later, the MiniDV tape, a consumer standard today, was born.
Technology is advancing
even quicker today as consumers crave more viewing options,
better picture quality and convenient ways of being entertained wherever they are.
In October 2005, ABC announced a deal with Apple’s
iTunes to sell episodes of popular
shows such as “Lost” for consumers to view on the newly released
video iPod. NBC announced a
similar deal with iTunes in the
first week of December. They
offer new and classic shows for
download.
From families gathering in
front of a wood encased television set to watch “The Ed Sullivan Show” in the 1950s, to kids
streaming video of the war-ravaged Middle East on computers
in their classroom today, TV has
broadcast sights that are historical, emotional and often times
unforgettable. Television has
changed and will continue to improve its screen in an ongoing
video revolution. n
www.losangelesjour nal.com

Television – From First Transmission
to High Definition
1927 – Philo T. Farnsworth
invents
the television.
1928 – John Logie Baird
demonstrates the
world’s first color
transmission.
1940 – RCA gives the first
color television demonstration on February 5.
1955 – Zenith engineer Eugene
Polley invents the
Flashmatic, the first wireless TV remote.
1956 – The first commercially
successful videotape
recorder is put on the
market by Ampex for
about $50,000.
1964 – Sony makes the first
VTRs (video tape
recorders) for home
use.
1985 – Sony introduces the
Handycam, one of
the first 8mm video
cameras.
1996 – Digital Video (DV) format
launched.
1999 – TiVo introduces its digital
video recorder.
2000 – Samsung Electronics and
Geo Interactive Media
Group unveils a cellular
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Control.
Climbing out of a night of disaster
to reach new heights.
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Carey heard a car door slam outside. “A
neighbor,” I assured her, coming in late from a
bar. She shook her head no. “They’d be working
in the morning.”
“Unlike some of us.” I walked into the kitchen.
We were drinking Fundador brandy; I brought the
bottle. Carey covered her glass with a hand.
“That’s not what I’m saying, Bobby. You’ve
tried.”
“No, ma’am, I plain stopped trying. Seems
like high-tech is brought low tech down with it.”
I worked maintenance mostly — steady when
I could get it. I was recently unemployed. The
fabric, here lately, stretched thin between us:
Carey the bread winner, steady work at the college, me about to exhaust my unemployment
insurance claim.
“That isn’t what I am saying, Bobby. I’m
saying — “ She broke off, listening hard.
“I can turn on the front spot if it would ease
your mind.”
“You hear it?” she asked.
I nodded. “Kids. Parked in the turn-out.”
“It’s two in the morning, Bobby.”
“Right. You work tomorrow, young lady.”
Her mouth worked as if to speak; instead,
she dug hard into brandy. Her lips glistened wet,
and for no reason I wanted to kiss them. She
covered them quickly with a hand.
“I’ll go out. A man ought to earn his keep.”
“You don’t know what’s out there, Bobby.”
“The boogey man. Hey...kids! Teenage kids is
all.”
“I’ll call 911.”
“You don’t want to involve the police.”
“Could be anybody. Prowlers.” She shivered.
“Terrorists. There’s just loads of creeps out and
about nowadays.”
“Oh, crissakes, Carey.” I laughed.
“Take the rifle, Bobby.”
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Defending the devil
At significant risk to his
immortal soul, this
journalist
wades
through sulfur and
brimstone in an
attempt to give
one of the most

illustration by Jenny Phan

by Evan Rosenberg
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“To all who come to this happy place:Welcome. Disneyland is your land. Here age
relives fond memories of the past...and here youth may savor the challenge and promise of
the future. Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals, the dreams, and the hard facts that have
created America...with the hope that it will be a source of joy and inspiration to all the world.”
- Walt Disney, Dedication of Disneyland, July 17, 1955
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OCT. 11. 2005, HOLLYWOOD — Walt Disney
Studios is hoping that the
same kind of church-based
campaign that helped turn
“The Passion of the Christ”
into a blockbuster will convert C.S. Lewis’ children’s
classic “The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, The Witch
and the Wardrobe” into a
big-screen franchise — with
“Lion King”-sized profits.
(LA TIMES)

R

1989

, he takes a huge gamble
and launches an edgy and original
animated film, “The Little Mermaid” to
blockbuster business. He oversees the
launch of Disney stores in malls across
the nation which translates into higher
market awareness and larger market
share for the Disney brand.
He begins making bold and risky
media ventures.The Disney Channel is
launched under Eisner’s micro-manag-

OCT. 28. 2005, Disney
is backing the only U.S.
entry in the 31,250-mile,
nine-leg, around-the-world
race that attracts only the
hardiest of scabrous dogs,
who must dodge icebergs
in the Southern Ocean and
navigate the Doldrums and
even the Bermuda Triangle.
(ASSOCIATED PRESS)

A

1984

It is
and Michael
D. Eisner, fresh from his stint at Paramount Studios, takes charge of the beleaguered company and ushers in new and
creative ideas to revamp and energize the
sleeping giant that Disney had become.
He partners with the Walt Disney of his
generation, George Lucas, and debuts Star
Wars and Indiana Jones themed rides at
the Disney parks.

Disney is always in the news.
Headlines about the big
creative boom that the company started to its famed
theme parks slow decline,
Disney gossip is always intriguing. But did you know...

ing eye, providing a new venue
(and a new stream of income) for
the company. He marches on to
make such daring acquisitions
as ESPN, ABC and the History
Channel. Critically acclaimed,
edgy and decidedly un-Disney
films such as Pulp Fiction are
released the same year as the
Lion King by Disney owned, but
distanced from, film studios like
Miramax and Touchstone Pictures. Disney even launched a
hockey team based on the success
of their film “The Mighty Ducks.”
The ship is righted, the corporate sharks swim off and Eisner
is largely responsible. For a time
there is an Eisner love fest, with
corporate analysts hailing him
as a wunderkind, an industry
genius. Then suddenly the honeymoon was over…
Disney and Gold rally a
stockholder revolt and vote of
no confidence in Eisner, which
might have led to his early resignation from his post early in

M

The driving force, motivation and
namesake of the Disney Company passes
away leaving behind a snake without
a head. The company enters a time of
stagnation. The theme parks stop offering new attractions and the films division
starts rehashing tried themes to lukewarm
receptions at the box office.
The corporation is treading water and
number crunching, corporate-stock raiding sharks are circling. The Disney Company and its subsidiaries are in danger
of being purchased, chopped up and sold
off in sections to various interests. If this
happened, Disney, as we know it, would
cease to exist.
But it didn’t happen. Instead, the
seventh layer of hell belched forth a fiery
savior for the Disney Company.
This Antichrist rode into town and
brought hell with him.

Disney....
and the
world

2005

.

His legacy significantly diminished and his golden boy veneer
seriously tarnished, the devil quietly slinks away leaving behind
a company with higher stock
prices, higher revenue earned and
higher visibility.
Did Eisner do more harm than
good to the Disney Corporation?
Would Walt have approved of the
direction his company took at the
helm of Eisner? How will history
remember this embattled CEO?
Angel of company resurrection?
Or demon responsible for its
downfall? Only time will tell what
due this devil will be given. ■
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The curves. Oh, the curves.
You look at her. With all her curves and
glamour. No matter if she is or isn’t, you
feel like she’s winking at you under the
lights.
Then you look at yourself. With the
jeans that weren’t torn when you bought
it. But you still wear it, posing like it’s one
of those trendy jeans that fashion those
defections.
But it’s not just how she looks. Oh, no.
Looks are just the icing on the cake, the
cookies in the cream.
It’s more of what you can do with her
that matters most.

M

Evvveeerrry siiinnngggllle tiiimmme.
It’s those dreams. I can’t explain it.
Wait, yes I can. This isn’t the unexplainable – like how Sarah Jessica
Parker’s face can fit on a TV screen.
What I see are just flashes.
Here they come. There they go.
But they’re like lightning in a dark sky
– striking fast enough to disappear in a
blink yet bright enough for your now open
eyes to see the outlined haze it left behind.
Seizing you.
This all started when I first saw it.
This is my burden.
When you gaze upon its greatness, you
too will be a slave to what it does to man.
You’ll dream. And you’ll gasp.
And when you wake up, it’ll make you
say the three words you love to say:
I.
Want.
One.
Oh, and you also might have to
change your underwear.
Trust me.

She’s built low. Broad but compact.
Climaxes with ease.
And don’t forget those foot-wide tires.
“She,” of course, is the Bugatti
Veyron 16.4.
The exotic sports car with the twocolor schemed carbon-fiber body drew the
most attention at the Los Angeles Auto
Show in January even though it was surrounded by names like Ferrari, Spyker,
Bentley, Lotus and Saleen. If Kristin
Kreuk stood naked in front of the Bugatti
Veyron, people would tell her to get out of
the way. She’s blocking their view. Come
back when we’re looking at Subarus.
One patron walked up to the car’s showcase with his friend and said, “There it is.”
Then silence. No other words need
be said. Eyes are the lone essentials.
It is the ultimate I-want-one. The fastest production car in the history of man.
It’s easy to gloat and say, “Dude, the
speedometer doesn’t even have a ‘0 mph.’
It just starts at 60. That’s how fast it is.”
But in reality, the speedometer does
start at 0 mph. It just doesn’t need to.
The Veyron goes 0-60 mph faster
than you can leave your girlfriend if she
told you she has a penis.
Well, maybe not that fast.
The Veyron does take 2.1 seconds to
get to 60 mph.
And in 20 seconds, this jet in a sports
coupe body reaches 200 mph. The Veyron
is known to be quicker from 0-200 mph
than the McLaren F1 can go 120-200 mph.
Then 33 seconds later, the Veyron
(pronounced Vay – rone complete with a
French accent) will be accelerating at its
top speed, 253 mph.
If you blink, you’ll miss the first mile.
Its double clutch-gearbox has seven
gears. Assume the name of the top gear
is “ludicrous speed.” Buckle up unless
you want your brains to go to your feet.
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To initiate ludicrous speed, you must stop
the car. Put in a second key in a slot left of
the driver’s seat. A checklist will commence
making sure the car and lucky you are ready
to erase the first two letters of impossible.
If everything’s set and ready, the rear
spoiler withdraws and the car goes even lower
(from the default 4.9 inches off the surface to
2.6).
Then you check the flux capacitor. And we’ll
see you on Nov. 5, 1955.
You also don’t have to wait for 12 minutes
at 253 mph to stop the damn thing. Believe
it or not, you could also use the brake. The
Bugatti Veyron can come to a complete halt
from 253 mph in 10 seconds.
The day’s lunch always tastes better the
second time.
But you’d do anything for those curves.

Oh there were other cars at the Los
Angeles Convention Center, all right. But just

M

But at the ludicrous speed of 253 mph, the
car runs out of gas in 12 minutes. The Bugatti
Veryon’s engineers consider it a “safety feature.”
By this time, your brain should be at your
stomach. Not quite at your hip. Still operable to
place it back in your dome.
No other sports car in the world can touch
its power. Try 8.0 liters, 16 cylinders, 64
valves, and four turbo chargers. Put that together and you have ego to the highest power,
a.k.a 1,001 horsepower.
Of course, it also has all-wheel drive.
I.
Want.
One.
All of this isn’t cheap, stupid. It’s also the
most expensive production car.
$1.25 million.
That’s a lot of Frosties, my friend.
Here are three answers to questions you
might be asking:
1) Reportedly, about 50 to 80 Veyrons will
be made a year but no more than 300 will be
produced.

The Veyron goes 0-60 mph faster than you can leave
your girlfriend if she told you she has a penis.
2) O’Gara Coach Company in Beverly Hills
will be one of 20 dealerships worldwide that
will be selling this wet dream on wheels.
3) This month.
And yes, it is possible to accelerate to 253
mph without being lifted into the air in an uncontrollable, unintentional swirl of death.
This was the Bugatti engineers’ ultimate
challenge. To build the ultimate jet without
wings.
The car had to create enough downforce
without much drag and still be able to rush to its
pinnacle peak. So the engineers created a “top
speed” mode where the spoiler deploys and the
car lowers while still accelerating.
At 137 mph, hydraulics drop the car to
near-ground level (3.5 inches off the surface)
as the wing and spoiler deploy, creating 770
pounds of downforce and preventing the car
from going airborne.
But, heh, if you want to reach 253 mph. Well
now, then you have to do something special.
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to validate the event as being an “auto show.”
But it’s like watching Family Guy, why would
you change the channel?
As far as concept cars go, the sleek Lexus LFA. A silver bullet had wheels.
After learning about the Veyron, it’s tough to
describe the rest. The LF-A sports a V8 engine that
spews out (yawn) 500 horsepower.
There is also the Maserati Pininfarina
Birdcage, a 6-liter V12 700-plus horsepower
(much better) cryogenic freezing chamber
(mmm … not so much).
As far as non-exotic production cars, it’s hard
to trump the BMW M5 – 500 horsepower (100
more than ever before) and a V10 engine on a
sedan.
But the Bugatti Veyron 16.4 is the centerpiece.
The Kobe Bryant on a team full of Smush Parkers.
If I ever get into a Veyron — the ultimate I-wantone, the car that spurns
wet dreams — you best believe I’ll squeeze the throttle.
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In seven days, a universe could be created,
And seven more to make it a station of hatred.
It’s stated, there’s so much generated hate today,
I wonder how long it’d take for mankind to kindly change its
ways.
In seven days, God’s heaven could rain a deep shower,
To devour all those who have turned evil and sour.
But those who tower above these cowards,
Can be saved with power, this very hour.
In seven days, a homie could betray another,
And watch his close friend as he dies by others.
But he will be smothered by other so-called “brothas,”
Cuz da cycle of betrayal doesn’t stop in this world of sinnas.
In seven days, eleven waves can sweep da nation,
Five from mass murder, two from rapin’,
Three eruptions from da tree of corruption,
One from hatin’ Satan, da prince of devastation.
In seven days, an illegitimate child will be born,
Who will be torn without a father’s shoulder to lean on.
Dad’s gone but Mom says it won’t be long,
Seventeen years dawn but he still waits for Dad by da front lawn.
In seven days, it’ll be okay for a government to oppress lives,
They just have to lie and hide it from da world’s mind.
Guys bein’ thrown in jail and they don’t know why,
Officials dine on da tears of a sorrowed society’s eyes.
In seven days, a stage of happiness is set,
A boy with his newfound toy he always wanted to get.
A man who is a fiance cuz he got her to say yes,
A grandfather stayin’ wit a grandson he had never met.
In seven days, a hooray can be heard as excitement storms,
A calm silence can be heard as a life moves on.
In seven days, sight might be restored,
But for some, in seven days, a weak is formed.
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Finding His Voice
A n E x c e r p t f r o m I s r a e l ’s H o m e c o m i n g
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Letting his hand drop slowly to the chalk tray, Steven—ESL teacher, Ohian in his 50s,
with thick blond hair and a beard he never trimmed—turned to face the class. “Who said
that?” he asked. As if he couldn’t tell by the accent.
The students shifted and giggled. For a moment, he thought the Mexican—India, or
Israel, Iceland, whatever his name was—wouldn’t have the guts to speak up. The kid was
probably scared of him. All the illegals were.
“Me,” Israel said suddenly, breaking in on Steven’s thoughts.
“No.” With a flourish, the boy flipped his hair back into a pony tail, exposing his perfectly
sculpted face. “I’m here,” he went on, “because they say I have to be here.”
He was disgustingly handsome, Steven thought—high cheekbones, full lips, large eyes.
If they weren’t so full of scorn, they would be quite expressive. “Who?” he asked. “Who
says you have to be here?”
“The people in the office.”
The boy’s classmates tittered again. Steven looked around the room, thinking of how
much students had changed since he began his career. He’d started out as a seventh-grade
English teacher in Tibalt, Ohio, a place where students had to walk two miles through
corn fields to come to school. But they came. And when the first foreign student

h e
went
on,
“I
business—he’d outdone all the others with hard work and integrity. Steven
find it ironic
that you attack
had pitied him. It was easy to care for students who wanted to learn.
our nation using
the very weapons that
Now, though—now he got this. “All right, Israel,” he said. “So the
we have given you.”
people in the office told you it was necessary to take ESL
Israel shrugged. “You
didn’t have to give them to me.”
5A. Right?”
“Excellent place for a grammar
curled
lesson. Students,” he said, turning
into a mockback to the board, “Israel just said,
ing smile, the boy
‘You didn’t have to give them to me.’
waited smugly for Steven to reWhat I believe he meant was, ‘You
spond.
shouldn’t have given them to me.’
Can anyone explain the difference
The kid nodded.
What should he do? Should he
between these two statements?”
“Well, fortunately for you, there
rise to the bait, show Israel how foolOne of the Thai students raised
are several other 5A classes for you
ish he was? Or should he just throw
her hand. In barely comprehento disrupt. I’m going to have to ask
him out? Surely he had a right to do
sible English, she tried to answer
you to leave mine.”
so; the kid had reduced the class to a
Steven’s question. The teacher had
“You can’t do that.”
shouting arena, raucous as a TV talk
to ask her to repeat herself several
“I am in charge of this class,”
show.
times before he could understand
Steven retorted, “and I do not have
But no. Steven was bigger than
her. Meanwhile, he watched Israel
to accept students spouting profanthat. “Very good, Israel,” he respondseethe and bubble with impatience
ities at me.”
ed. “This is a democracy. You do have
out of the corner of his eye.
“But thees ees a democracy.”
the freedom of speech, because the
founders of this nation had the foreThe class exploded into laughter.
sight to provide it for you. However,”
Israel enjoyed their reaction. Lips

appeared—a Korean, the son of a man who’d been transferred to Cincinnati for
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Asian Gangs
by

K a t h e r i n e Wa n g

It was early spring; my friends and I arrived in
West Los Angeles to a friend’s apartment. As
soon as we ascended the stairs, we came across
a hazy, dark scene filled with the sweat-soaked
heat of too many bodies in a closely packed
space. Very faintly, I could make out the shadowy figures of people, around the college age,
dressed in track jackets and white wife-beaters.
Some lolled on the couch while others gyrated
aggressively on the floor to the loud hip-hop
music, from which the bass caused the walls
of the room to vibrate dangerously. Black,
Hispanic, Asian kids dispersed and mingled
interchangeably. We squeezed our way to the
rooftop, in search of the keg and to escape the
tension of the urban, angst-charged crowd.
As I stood on the roof of the apartment complex, with the muffled, throbbing sound of the
bass rumbling through the foundation, I looked
over at the unruly bunch with some apprehension. I knew that I stuck out like a sore thumb.
These were the “type” of kids that my parents
warned me against associating with my whole
life.
These, my first-generation Chinese parents
with their good intentions raised me to think,
were the bad kids, the antithesis of what they
wanted me to be—the “gang members.” Thus,
innocently in my home, this bias was fostered,
in which a person’s integrity and character was
judged by the way he dressed. Just because his
circumstance was more urban, and different
from my own, I for some reason grew to fear
him. This is something I lived with, until I came
to college and encountered these people at the
party.
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My friend, who invited us to his apartment,
admonished me about such stereotypes I’ve carried about with me my whole life. Growing up in
a large metropolitan city, riddled with logistical
problems of its own, doesn’t make life easy or
safe for some residents.
“[My friends], they look ghetto, mainly due
to environment factors…but they are not gangsters,” he explained. They do have some misdemeanors on their record and yes, they do come
from a rough neighborhood, but it doesn’t mean
they’re bad kids. In fact, my friend told me how
many of them come out to college, hoping to find
a better life.
You can go to any LAUSD school in Los
Angeles or any big city and try to point out the
so-called criminal potentials, the “time-bombs.”
But the irony is, half the time, the real “bad
kids,” they’re right there in your own neighborhood, whether you imagine you are safe there or
not.
Even living in San Marino, one of last few
cities in the Los Angeles area with the appearance of being crime-less, doesn’t promise total
security. San Marino has a fast-growing population of Taiwanese-Chinese, Cantonese-Chinese
residents. Last year, the home of one of my high
school classmates was robbed; a neighbor spied
a group of young Asian boys sulking around her
home. The burglars stole electronics, cash and
CDs, game consoles.
Another friend of mine living in the area was
on vacation, when his home was broken into.
Although his family had an alarm system, his
parents didn’t think of setting it before they left.
They figured because it was San Marino,—one of

www.losangelesjour nal.com

the safest Southern Californian cities one would imagine
for raising their children in, they didn’t need to. The
robbers broke into the house easily; they stole jewelry,
cash, computers and any other re-saleable goods.
When they saw they couldn’t take the wide-screen
television with them, out of malice, they smashed
a gaping hole in the screen.
Were the perpetrators from a gang, situated in the San Gabriel Valley area? And if
so, were the members the residents of San
Marino’s Asian community? Did they
intimately know the neighborhood? It’s
not certain. The very term, “gang” itself
is sketchy. Jimmy, a young Asian officer
working the Los Angeles area, explains
that in law enforcement, the term gang
is usually applied to an organized
crime group. Unlike the media image
of black and Latino street gangs that
most people associate with the idea
of “gang members,” Jimmy told me a
good deal of Asian gangs have a more
mafia-type quality.
This is not to say that there are not
any Asian street gangs as well. The
Asian gang category encompasses a
hugely diverse variety of ethnic groups:
Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, Filipinos, Samoans, Laotians, Vietnamese, Cambodian
and many more. And within these groups the
divisions run further, they’re divided by their
socioeconomic backgrounds, cultural regions, and
dialects. For example, there is a huge distinction between Mandarin- and Cantonese-specific Chinese gangs.
The more rural Asian groups resemble the street gangs.
Mafia-type Asian gangs tend to be more organized in
their criminal activities. Unlike most street gangs, who are
more concerned with pride and intimidation, mafia-type
Asian gangs focus on making money. The most prominent
crimes of Asian gangs include extortion, theft of vehicles
and their parts and theft of computers, racketeering, drug
trafficking and residential robberies and burglaries. There are
accounts of murder, but infrequently. Murders don’t make
money.
Jimmy explains that unlike street gangs in poor neighborhoods, who recruit their members while they’re
young and who have the idea that there are no other
options in life, the Asian teenagers who get sucked
into these mafia-type Asian gangs are more than
often straight-A students from well-to-do families.
“A lot of these kids were probably loners in
middle school, without too many friends,”
Jimmy said. He surmises that they are usu-
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A Tale of
Two Spas
Day & Night Options for a Pampered Escape.

I

stor y and photos by Sara B. Allison
n Los Angeles we are lucky to have
many ways of escaping—from catching a drink at a local bar after work
to spending an hour getting a massage or other pampering treatments
at a spa. Nitespa has fused the two to
become an escape at any hour.
M
A
R
C
H

Tucked away just above a corner on Abbot Kinney
Boulevard, nitespa fits in perfectly among the
other charming stores and restaurants lining the
boulevard in this trendy Venice neighborhood.
The bungalow appeared inviting and homey as I
approached it on a MAXFACTORy themed Friday
evening in February. A sign reading “STOP: take
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0
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a nap here” greeted me as I stepped into the cozy,
loungey space fashioned in pink and brown. Last
minute preparations were being made before the
start of the 8 pm public event. But I immediately
sensed the friendly, hip atmosphere and knew this
was a spa that was, as owner Julia Lolita Martin
later put it, “a little more rock n’ roll.”
Nitespa opened its doors in May 2005 and is open,
by appointment only, from 12 pm to 12 am, seven
days a week. The spa can also be rented for a private party of treatments for five to twelve—perfect
for bachelorette parties or other soirees. (Packages
www.losangelesjour nal.com
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can be customized.) Julia began her career
by working at other spas and then got into
event planning. Seeing the possibility of
bringing the two together, she rented and
remodeled the nitespa bungalow to build a
spa that’s “more fun, less clinical” and “focused on beauty pampering”.
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Retro lamps, shelves with beauty products
and wisps of pink ribbons and hearts on
the brown hardwood floors accentuate the
Neapolitan theme Julia sees as reminiscent of a 1960’s ice cream parlor. The spa
also doubles as a gallery featuring art by
local artists.
To the right of the door sits a couch, and behind it
a DJ was testing the record players as she flipped
through her play options. To the left are chairs,
ready for manicure, pedicure or make-up application. Another back room is usually used for massages, but tonight provided space for a bar, where
complimentary Carpe Diem elixir drinks were being
served. The other brightly lit, pink frosted room is
used by the spa’s Parisian aesthetician.
After Julia filled me in on the basics of the spa, she
suggested I get my eyebrows shaped. Since I’ve
only had my brows done once, I figured I should

get into the spirit of the evening and followed spa
employee, Heather, into the back room. We chatted and as she began, she made sure the wax wasn’t
too hot for me. Moments later, Heather handed
me a mirror and pointed out that my eyes had
been opened up with just a simple shaping. Simple
beauty to kick off a Friday night really does feel,
and look, good!
I went to the bar, to sample a Carpe Diem Kombucha
(available at Whole Foods) with champagne. (Elixirs are offered at every appointment—a nice touch.)
I ran into the second DJ, Julian, who described the
nitespa atmosphere as a “nice synthesis” of spa and
lounge. His girlfriend came for the evening as well
and I later noticed her getting a pedicure.
Friends and customers filed in and out of
the main room as the make-up artists and
other spa employees worked their magic
and downtempo tunes intertwined with
more dancey, fun songs like “Hot Stuff.”
It was a great pre-party atmosphere—the
perfect kick off to my weekend.
Nitespa is located at 1301 Abbot
Kinney Blvd. in Venice. Facials start
at $85; waxing $15-$95; manicure/
pedicures $25-$65; make-up $20$150. Find out about future public
events at www.nitespa.com.
As I continued my quest to find unique
spa treatments in the Los Angeles area,
a friend informed me about a body treatment called The Grotto at Glen Ivy Hot
Springs Spa. On a sunny Sunday afternoon, my friend Diane and I set out to
experience the treatment for ourselves.

www.losangelesjour nal.com

Although the hour and fifteen minute drive seemed
like a long commute (the original Glen Ivy Spa is
located 58 miles from Los Angeles, in the town of
Corona), I knew once I stepped onto the grounds
that we were in for a treat. Glen Ivy is located on 11
lush landscaped acres with 16 pools and spas. They
have facilities that house 53 treatment rooms and 8
manicure/pedicure stations.
After getting the lay of the land, we headed into the
locker room to put on our bathing suits before our
descent into The Grotto. Upon entering the Grotto
building, we checked in before descending further
in a slow elevator. We exited into a rock room where
a spa employee had us place our flip-flops and other
possessions in a bin. A moment later, we were beck-

ment for groups since the treatment stays on for
15 minutes, and there’s plenty of room to lounge
and socialize. Diane and I easily shifted into relax
mode and chatted as we waited for the treatment
to moisturize our skin. We exited into the shower
room, where multi-head showers aided in rinsing
the masque from our bodies. Green apples, tea and
water greeted us in the cool mist chamber. Somehow the crispness of the apple and the coolness of
the room made my moisturized body and mind feel
even better! I could get used to spa days like this!
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Since it was such a beautiful day, we decided to
stay and take advantage of the rest of the facility.
We started out at “Club Mud”, a unique red clay
mud bath that has a purifying effect. (The clay is
mined in a nearby canyon and is indigenous to
Southern California.) A pedestal piled with mud
sits in the middle of a mineral bath. After a quick
shower, to get wet, we stepped into the bath and
applied the mud to our bodies. Then we baked in
the sun, until the mud dried, flaking what we could
off before washing off again under a shower. We
both commented on how great the lavender scented Body Cleansing Gel in the showers was. (Make
sure to bring an old or dark bathing suit because
the clay stains some fabrics.) My skin felt soft and
cleansed—something you might not expect after
slathering mud on yourself!
Diane is a big fan of hot tubs, so we decided to
try a few out. We began by testing the Mineral
Baths (these waters cleanse pores and relax muscles), which are the real reason the spa exists. The
mineral springs are what originally drew Native
Americans, and then later tourists, to the area.
We also took a quick dip in the Salt Water Spa.
Since there are so many options, it was easy to find
space in different tubs.

oned through a door where attendants painted us
with a light green body moisturizer, which contains
sea kelp, aloe vera and other beneficial elements.
Then we passed through another door, and finally entered The Grotto. It felt like we were in
a cave, and we immediately felt the humidity of
the Hydrating Chamber. This is a great treat-

www.losangelesjour nal.com

On the way home, the moon shone down on us as it
hung over the mountains. I had experienced night
and day spas in one weekend and had come full
circle back to evening. Only now, nighttime meant
bedtime as my cleansed body made even my mind
relax. If only I could just escape to next weekend!
Admission to Glen Ivy is $35 per person Monday
through Thursday and $48 per person on weekends and holidays. Admission to The Grotto is $25
and is on a first come, first serve basis. Massages
are $40-$130 and body treatments start at $50.
Visit: www.glenivy.com for a full spa menu. n
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From the 1950s to the 1970s, Wray and his
band, the Wraymen, recorded several records
and toured the honkytonks, but were never
more than a peripheral force in pop, possibly hobbled by Wray’s stubborn refusal to
incorporate a voice element. What is not in

C

Wray’s first modest hit, “Rumble,” was little
more than a simple warped blues jam, but it
was essentially the Rosetta Stone for dozens
of hard-rock sub-genres, including surf, Zeppelin-era blues-metal, and punchy Batmanstyle motion picture scores.

Wray enjoyed overdue tribute with the success of the Pulp Fiction soundtrack (leading
to a mid-’90s bonanza of soundtrack royalties
after other film producers fell in love with his
dangerous signature riffs) and the modest revival of long-forgotten surf-twang throwbacks.
By this time Wray had decamped to Denmark
and led a fairly reclusive life as a father and as
a husband to a much younger wife. He kept a
Danish drummer and bassist on standby, however, and hit the honkytonk, record-collector
and European festival circuit when, one would
assume, the money ran out.

R

Wray’s death resembled his career. Nobody
discovered it until much later. The fact Wray
made it to 76 years old is remarkable. The
North Carolina-bred guitarist caught a bad
case of tuberculosis serving in the Army
and had a lung removed. After he was discharged, he led the Appalachian flank of
the early-rock juggernaut. By mangling his
Danelectro guitar and cheap amplifiers, he
created a swampy and distorted sound that
played havoc with teenage hormones at sock
hops throughout the Carolinas. His disabled
lung capacity prevented him from singing,
but he made his guitar scream, jiggle and
shout (with the help of a turbocharged Tarzan
rhythm section) in ways not imagined and
rarely duplicated.

dispute, as you can read in all the obituaries,
is that nearly every influential rock pioneer
-- from Townsend to Springsteen to Young to
The Ramones -- heard their future in Wray’s
simple but infectious power-chord noodling.

A

t always seems that
people only blow smoke
about great rock ‘n’ roll
heroes after they slip off
into the Fifth Dimension. Sorry to say that
Link Wray, who died
Nov. 5 in Copenhagen,
unfortunately joins this
list.

M
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The Father of the Power Chord

I saw Wray only once, back in May at the
Henry Fonda Theatre in Los Angeles, and he
appeared to be a frail wisp of a man with little
fight in him. His hunched frame moved slowly
and carefully, clad in a mildewed relic of a
leather jacket and a pair of sunglasses. Add in
a greasy, badly dyed ponytail, and you had the
Full Link, unwilling to bend to modern tastes
and fashion even now.
The show was a
low-rent Vegas
knock-off, with
Wray’s wife, a
towering cross
between Viking
amazon and goth
diva, remaining on
stage with him to
serve refreshments
and relieve him of
his leather jacket,

l.a.j.
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TUNE IN
by Dave Laforteza

Everyone experiences it. At one
point of our lives we have gone
through, are going through, and

race since time immemorial has

0

experienced
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will go through it. The human

this

innate

phe-

nomenon – from when primi-

on wood and skin to aristocratic
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tive man started banging bone

A

60’s and 70’s up to today’s bling-

M

R

ballrooms to the heyday of the

having, guitar-shredding, beat-

MC Ethnic Descent of the SoundProof Crew.

mixing, trance-inducing variety
of

musical

flavors.

Everyone

knows about it. Even your geeky
high

school

classmate

(who’s

probably making more money
than you are now) knows about
The Rush.
This Rush brought upon by musical taste
brings the listener to a higher level. The heart
beats faster if not together with the rhythm. An
extra dose of adrenalin pumps through the veins.
Basically turning a lame Saturday night into an
orgy of the senses. This energy is all but a stranger to our musical talents this month, namely,
DJ George Garcia of Blare Productions and MC
Ethnic Descent of the SoundProof Crew.
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Talking to DJ George Garcia took me to what
seemed like a surrealistic plane. Think about
it… he’s one of those talented people that with
one push of a button can make people scream in
dancing delight, and bump together with whatever mix he throws at the dance floor. God-like
omnipotent power didn’t come overnight though.
A club veteran of 16 years in two countries tells
his story.
LA Journal (LAJ): When did you start mixing
your own tracks?
DJ George: 1990 to be exact. Manila - Philippines. I was part of the DJ Mobile group called
Blare Mobile. We were playing 80’s and 90’s
mainstream dance and new wave when I started. I kept the name Blare – Blare Productions.
LAJ: How do you feel when you’re mixing (both
at home for new tracks and at a party)?

www.losangelesjour nal.com

DJ George: Playing live is always a challenge for
me. I wouldn’t know what to expect always from
the crowd. At home it’s easy and hard in a way.
Easier because nobody is around to listen to it so
it doesn’t matter if you f up or not *laughs*!
LAJ: Being a DJ is somewhat being the
energy of the party. How would you liven up
an empty dance floor?
DJ George: It’s all about momentum. Momentum of the music. I mean, I play house music so
I usually start my set with vocal house and/or
soulful tracks then I slowly combine everything
(deep.soulful.funky house tracks). It’s all about
the momentum, once you build that momentum
you can play heck whatever you want to play and
you’ll always see the dance floor packed *grins*.

C
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LAJ: Name a good time
to listen to SoundProof
to match the vibe of the
moment.
MC Ethnic Descent: A good time
to listen to our music
would be when summer
hits and you’re looking for spots to chill
and mellow out. Our
music is the music
you play at bonfires
or kickbacks or when
you just want something to make you
feel good when down
and out.
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LAJ: Are you good at
tongue twisters?
MC
Ethnic
Descent: The only thing
I can say is wait until
the next album bears
witness to what else
we can do and what
we are capable of doing.

R

LAJ: Usually bands mess up their first live performance. How was your first live performance?
MC Ethnic Descent: Our first live performance was a doozy *laughs*. One of the
heads couldn’t make it on time for one of the
songs, so our homegirl Lisa had to do vocals
for a song, so 20 minutes before the performance, she was in the parking lot trying to
memorize the chorus. *Laughs* In addition
to the performance, the mic kept giving us
feedback so we had to keep moving, but
the space was limited so wires were getting

LAJ: Where can we
get your CDs/mp3s?
MC Ethnic Descent:
We’ll have a website
soon at www.soundproofcrew.com but you
can log on to http://
myspace.com/soundproofcrew.

A

LAJ: Being an MC is somewhat being the
energy of the party. How would you liven up an
empty dance floor?
MC Ethnic Descent: Well in between songs
that the crew performed Dj Kram would do a
tribute by playing songs everyone knew, giving us
time to dance for a bit before another Sound Proof
Crew song was performed. See people just stand
and listen and don’t usually dance when they hear
a new song, especially something they aren’t familiar with, so by playing a song they can relate
to, is like a way of saying this is what influenced
the song they hear from us.

DJ George Garcia of Blare
Productions (lower left).
SoundProof Crew (below).

M

LAJ: Are you planning to produce a CD for your
mixes or you’ll only be “live-mixing”?
DJ George: I did a couple of mixed CDs, I
just don’t remember where they are *laughs*
but I’m pretty sure the master copies saved
in my old PC. The most recent was a mixed
soulful/deep house session I did back in
December 2005. I’ll look for it! *laughs*

tangled and all that.
Very amusing experience, but overall the
night was dope.

Two
different
genres that bring similar Rushes – speed and
ante up your tempo
with assorted musical
flavors. Embrace diversity. We are all of the
same Rush with music
as our unifier. n
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2005 Billboard Music Awards
TMIM packed our bags for Las Vegas to attend the 2005 Billboard Music
Awards, held once again at the MGM Grand. Female fans kicked up the
volume right off the bat, vying for the attention of LL Cool J, who visited multiple
areas of the grandstands as an all-accommodating host. The amphitheater
sizzled as celebrities ranging from Shakira to Kanye West, Pamela Anderson,
Pharrell Williams, and Carmen Electra spiced up the event with their dazzling
attire. Comedians Carrot Top and Margaret Cho were also in town for the
occasion.
Green Day tore into an opening song that energized us for the
performances to come; their presence in rock remains a stronghold. Roselyn
Sanchez steamed up Pharrell and Daddy Yankee’s performance with her
Latin dance moves. Ciara and her dancers shook the house and brought
fans to their feet. Random bursts of illuminated light drew our attention to Lil
Jon and his elaborate crunk cup, reﬂecting brightly throughout the crowd as
he mingled with ﬂoor-level guests. Mariah Carey was clearly in “good form”
that night— her entrances to accept her four awards, dominating the female
categories in R&B and Hot 100 songs, deepened the echoes of the crowd’s
cheers as the male fans were called to attention.
Tom Petty mesmerized us with his alluring demeanor and presence as a
music legend when he took the stage to accept Billboard’s esteemed Century
Award. His speech reassured fans that they can look forward to more hits by
the Heartbreakers, entering their 30th year of creative mastery.
Digital music categories made a mark at the Billboard Awards for the
second year.Awards for the new categories of ring tones and digital downloads
went to 50 Cent and Gwen Stefani, respectively. 50 Cent succeeded in
capturing the most awards across all categories, including his second Artist
of the Year (last won in 2003) and #1 Ring Tone for the second year in a row.
Stefani never ceases to amaze on stage! Her performance of “Luxurious” was
truly that, showcasing her developed vocals and aptitude for a slower style
than she typically opts for. If we had known then that she was expecting, we
would have looked more closely at her loose-ﬁtting red dress instead of the
bouquet of ﬂowers in her hair, trying to decide whether they were real.
Although the rappers received the greater portion of the awards, the
evening’s most striking performance was American Idol’s Carrie Underwood.
Her skilled vocals silenced the room and bonded the cross-genre attendees in
a moment of musical euphoria, reminding TMIM of our initial passion for music
and its ability to unite people of all preferences. Everyone loves music—and
2005 did not disappoint, as the Billboard Awards proved with yet another
successful and exciting show featuring the best of the year in music.

Eclectic
Dead Can Dance Memento 
I’ve always been a fan of DCD for their
broad strokes of musical inﬂuence. A little
Enigma, a little Gregorian chant, with hints
of the techno-trance revolution of the late
’80s, this CD is truly a memento that sets
a tone for a journey into a meditative
experience. It’s unconventional, but a
great album for fans of stylish, outsidethe-box Top 40. Tracks like these display
such a creative ﬂair for eclectic fusion,
they never get old.

— Marie Huitsing, TMIM Staff Writer
About the Author / Contact
Joshua has more than 14 years of experience in the Los Angeles radio market as one of the highestrated on-air personalities. He recently launched This Month In Music, Inc., a nationally syndicated
music preview column. If you have a band or a piece of music that you’d like to be considered for
review, please visit ThisMonthInMusic.com for contact and mailing information. If you have any questions,
comments or concerns, please e-mail ThisMonthInMusic@yahoo.com.
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Rock
Jimmy Eat World Stay on My Side
Tonight 
You can hear the maturity evolving in Jimmy
Eat World. Their lighter edge and deeper,
heartfelt lyrics come into play here instead
of the more youth-driven rock sound of
previous releases. This ﬁve-track EP explores
new territory for the band. Unfortunately,
what you might have anticipated is not
what’s delivered. I’m looking forward to the
full-length release for a better look at what’s
coming up for Jimmy Eat World.

R&B
Earth, Wind & Fire Illumination 

Rock
My Morning Jacket Z 

This legendary group releases a soulful and
contemporary version of their own sound.
“Lovely People” opens the door with a feelgood welcome, with throwback accents to
the boogie that made EWF so popular in the
’70s and ’80s. Star-studded with OutKast’s
Big Boi, Kelly Rowland, Raphael Saadiq,
Kenny G, Brian McKnight, producers Jimmy
Jam and Terry Lewis, plus a 2004 Grammy
nom, the album is a must for fans of the
eight-time Grammy-award-winning group.

Here’s an entirely different Morning Jacket
that features a blend of what’s relevant in
contemporary rock. With a mix of arena
and small-venue sound that’s emotional
and deep at times, this album is certainly
a deﬁning record in this era of alternative
rock. “Gideon” and “Off the Record” steal
the show and really showcase the talent
of this band. Other notables on this one
include “What a Wonderful Man” and “Knot
Comes Loose.”

Pop
Robbie Williams Intensive Care 

R&B
Stevie Wonder A Time to Love

An incredible talent with popularity along
the likes of any superstar across the pond,
Williams has yet to break into the U.S.
market with signiﬁcant impact. Intensive
Care is a lyrically driven album that has a
very mainstream pop inclination at a time
when hip-hop rules in America. I don’t
think he’ll make a splash with this one in
the States, but he’ll continue on his path
to megastardom until the rest of us catch
up to him.
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If you want to know how to be a master,
you have to study from one—and Mr. Stevie
Wonder is just that. This is Stevie doing what
he does best: gifting us with excellent music!
Wonder assembled an arsenal of talent
to join him here: Prince, India.Arie, gospel
greats Kirk Franklin and Kim Burrell, Bonnie
Raitt, Doug E. Fresh, Sir Paul McCartney,
En Vogue, Aisha Miller (Wonder’s talented
daughter), and other amazing musicians.
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Kanye West

Late Registration

Mariah Carey

The Emancipation of Mimi

Gretchen Wilson

All Jacked Up

Chris Botti

To Love Again

Black Eyed Peas
Country
Gretchen Wilson All Jacked Up

Hip-Hop/Rap
DJ Quik Trauma

Jazz
Chris Botti To Love Again







This superstar is nothing short of amazing.
Gretchen Wilson is country music. With
this follow-up to her hit debut album, her
incredible popularity should drive her right into
the mainstream to achieve what most country
genre artists only dream about: crossover! She
kicks a$$ and ain’t taking any names! I’m a
big fan, and it’s amazing to see her passion
alone keep her pumping out hits like it was
easy and driving her to the top of the charts.

This CD is groovin’ and will certainly thump
your ride along the boulevard (in my case,
a Yukon). I can’t ﬁnd anything wrong with
this album. Lyrically, it’s smooth and
ﬂowing. The music is tight and enjoyable
from beginning to end, and with all of
the special guest appearances, Trauma is
deﬁnitely a must for fans of Quik, B-Real,
Nate Dogg, The Game, AMG, Chingy, Wyclef,
Ludacris, and Jodeci, to name a few.

Simply gorgeous! You’ll not only get an
audio experience, but also a visual one
included with the dual disc set. To Love
Again will inspire you to cozy up and have
a glass of wine by candlelight with the one
you love (or want to love). Guest artists like
Sting, Paula Cole, Michael Bublé, Jill Scott,
Gladys Knight, even —surprise!— Steven
Tyler, and many others make this album a
perfect buy for those who are jazz-inclined.

Monkey Business

Fiona Apple

extraordinary machine

Monk, Coltrane

Thelonius Monk Quartet with
John Coltrane at Carnegie Hall

Jamie Cullum

Catching Tales

My Morning Jacket

Z

Earth, Wind & Fire

Illumination
M

Albums and singles listed in no particular order

A
R

Top 20 Singles

C

Black Eyed Peas

My Humps
H

Mariah Carey

Shake It Off



Grammy-nominated Jamie Cullum is difﬁcult
to classify; however, I do know one thing about
him—it’s a pleasure to become acquainted
through Catching Tales. His voice is all jazz
and standards, and yet he has ﬁgured out how
to inject it into contemporary arrangements.
The standards’ samples are all there, and so
is a strong horn section, which you don’t hear
much anymore. It’s an excellent combination
of modern and traditional styles.

After a couple of years of collecting dust
on a shelf, this extraordinary album was
ﬁnally released late last year by Apple’s
label, Sony. The irony is that Fiona is now
up for a Grammy. Duh! Too bad the hiatus
has taken some momentum from her
commercial machine, but there’s no one
to blame except those who don’t believe
in the Apple. I, for one, think it’s difﬁcult for
her not to be anything but great.

This Grammy-award-winning singer-songwriter,
with a career that spans 18 years and over 30
million records sold, is certainly entitled to a
greatest-hits album. Fans will also appreciate
the four new tracks. The CD features versions
of Tom Petty’s “Refugee,” Janis Joplin’s “Piece
of My Heart,” and the brand-new “I Run For
Life,” about her experience with breast cancer.
Our prayers are with you, and it was a pleasure
to DJ for you on your birthday.

Madonna
Sheryl Crow

Fiona Apple

Get Him Back

Mariah Carey

We Belong Together

Rolling Stones

Rough Justice
Question!
All Jacked Up

D4L



I’ve always been a fan of this funky, hip,
soulful, fusion dance band, and their sixth
studio release does not disappoint. “Feels
Just Like It Should” opens the album with
that ’70s funk style and full chorus that
gets the blood pumping and you singing
right along. You can count on Jamiroquai
to do their thing—get your booty shaking.
Other great tracks on the CD include
“Seven Days in Sunny June” and “Electric
Mistress.”
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A pop queen resurfaces with an album
that’s destined to ﬁnd a lot of love in the
clubs and on the radio. The ﬁrst track,“Hung
Up,” is sure to do both. While some of the
lyrics are a bit superﬁcial, dance music in
general is judged best by its ability to ﬁll a
dance ﬂoor. With Confessions, you can bet
on it. Madonna’s worldwide appeal and
these upbeat tunes ensure another hit
album in her repertoire.
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Nickelback

Photograph

Keith Urban

Better Life

Fall Out Boy

Dance, Dance

Fiona Apple

Extraordinary Machine
Off the Record

Death Cab For Cutie

As beautiful as she is talented, there is
no doubt that this pianist has a gift for
jazz. Hilton covers some of the best-known
jazz standards like “They Can’t Take That
Away From Me” and “Take Five,” but she
also adds some of her original tunes to
the lineup, like the playful “Seduction.” I
believe Lisa is skilled enough to venture
out completely on her own and contribute
an entirely Hilton album in this genre.

I

Laffy Taffy

My Morning Jacket

Jazz
Lisa Hilton My Favorite Things

U

Good Is Good
Only

Gretchen Wilson

Pop
Jamiroquai dynamite 

Hung Up

Nine Inch Nails

System of a Down

Pop
Madonna Confessions on a Dance Floor

Don’t Cha

6



Rock
Melissa Etheridge Greatest Hits: The
Road Less Traveled 

0

Adult Contemporary
Fiona Apple extraordinary machine

0

Pussycat Dolls f/ Busta Rhymes
Pop
Jamie Cullum Catching Tales

Unpredictable

2

Kanye West f/ Jamie Foxx

Soul Meets Body

Jamiroquai

Feels Just Like It Should

JOSHMUSIC.COM
your digital music store
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Echoes of the Second Coming
Kobe Bryant’s re-emergence in the hearts of
fans begin in the battle of Los Angeles
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is name is echoed over and over again
like no other.
Kobe. Kobe. Kobe.
As if he’s forever standing at the
edge of a canyon.
And others are just waiting to see him fall.
Itching to push him over.
Again.
When others speak his name, it is now just
Kobe. The “Bryant” went the way of other unnecessary names of great players, where one name is
all that is required to identify them.
But while most greats have a “love-hate relationship” with fans and critics, it’s more like a
“hate-love relationship” for Bryant. Some would
argue a player becomes great when people start
hating him.
Bryant’s fall from grace is well known. The
events widespread like the story of creation.
There’s the rape accusation. The trial. The
non-guilty verdict.
Then there’s the break-up accusation. The
trial (a 34-38 record in 2004-2005). The guilty
verdict of breaking up a three-time NBA championship team.
But still he stands. Defiant.
Others are pleading for his failure. Urging
on the Los Angeles Clippers to strip the City of
Angels away from the Lakers’ grasp.
It sure seemed like it was going to happen. The
Clippers began the season fast with power forward
Elton Brand garnering MVP consideration while
the Lakers were spiraling to hopelessness. The
Clippers have won four straight against the Lakers
coming into a home game against them on Jan. 7.

l.a.j.

That game, on Jan. 7, when the Clippers
were finally supposed to reverse the roles for
the title of “the other Los Angeles team,” was
when Bryant resurfaced.
Even before his 81-point masterpiece (81!),
Bryant seized Los Angeles.
Again.
The following quote is a preview of what will
be known as The Beginning. The beginning of
Kobe Bean Bryant’s re-emergence:
“I wish,” Lakers point forward Lamar Odom
starts, searching for words to describe what just
happened. Bryant scored 50 points, 40 in the
second half, to lift the Lakers to a 112-109 win
over the Clippers.
After three seconds, Odom continues.
“I could draw a picture of the look on their faces.
Not disrespecting them. But it’s unusual when
you’re playing against someone and they can’t believe (what’s happening). For a time there, it felt like
he was on the court by himself. It was like God put
Kobe here for us to watch him play basketball.”
The moment you walk in, you notice them.
Hanging like reminders. Shoving the memories
lest ye forget.
That Staples Center is the Lakers’ home.
Nine gold championship banners and seven
retired gold jerseys and one to commemorate
former Lakers broadcast announcer Chick “The
Legend” Hearn who died in 2002 ever present,
towering over the stands.
The lone resemblance of this being a Clippers
home game are the cursive red, white and blue
words on the hardwood.
continued on Page 62 > > >
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illustration by Cris Nolasco
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One front-row seat at Staples Center can cost
about $2,000 at a Lakers home game. Tonight?
The seat costs about $800.
Even the two teams’ celebrity fans list is disparaging.
Frankie Muniz vs. Jack Nickolson. Agent
Cody Banks vs. “Heeeeeeerrrrrreeee’sssss
JOHNNY!”
But on this night, all of that was set up to
change. The Clippers were going to continue
Bryant’s descent.
Staples Center helped.
When the ball found Bryant. So did the boos.

72

No matter how much he juked. Crossed over.
Wiggled though.
He couldn’t escape it.
The sellout 20,154 in attendance booed every
time he touched the ball. And cheered when he
passed it.
Tonight, “Kobe” is replaced with “You suck!”
In his own city. In his own arena. On his own
court.
Yes, his. No matter what the hardwood says on
this night.
Bryant will prove that.
The Lakers were down its biggest deficit 72-59
with 7:08 left in the third quarter. The Clippers’
hold on Los Angeles almost complete.
Then Kobe happened.
He made 11 of his next 18 shots, including four
3-pointers to bring the Lakers a victory and Los Angeles its king.
He hit from the corner. From the top of the key.
From anywhere he chose to.
Lakers fans now came out in droves. The crowd
was colored more Laker gold than ever before.
Standing. And chanting.
Kobe. Kobe. Kobe.
Just minutes after booing him with every
touch.
“This was a big game for us,” Bryant said. “A
lot of the papers were writing about this game.
After halftime, I just tuned in. I just over-willed
these guys (the Clippers).”
In the locker room dripping sweat and envy,
Clippers guard Cuttino Mobley, who was overshadowed after a team-high 36 points, said Kobe
is like a shark. He can sense fear in his opponents.
NO.
That’s when he attacks.

l.a.j.

“Absolutely,” Bryant confirmed with conviction. His eyes unmoving. His tan designer sweater
hiding his dorsal fins.
“I saw they kept switching players (to defend
me),” Bryant continued. “I could sense fear in the
first player that guarded me. When they switched
another player on me, that’s when I wanted to
bring him to (his) breaking point. Then another
player, I want to take him to (his) breaking point.
My thing is, whoever’s guarding me that you’re
going to crack before I will. I’m going to keep
pushing you until you give in.”
Eight games later, Bryant would score 81
points.
Dude. 81?
“It was just a personal challenge for him to
attack the whole team,” Phil Jackson told reporters after Bryant’s 81-point explosion, the secondmost points in a game by a player since 1962. “It
was not exactly the way you want to win a game,
but when you have to win a game, it’s great to have
that weapon to be able to do it. … I’ve seen some
remarkable games but I’ve never seen anything like
that before.”
Lakers owner Jerry Buss told a reporter it was
“like watching a miracle unfold.”
This is nothing new.
Some would argue Bryant’s re-emergence
was his 48-point effort the night before the win
against the Clippers. Bryant made all seven attempts from 3-point range to beat the Philadelphia 76ers, 119-93.
But that wasn’t the night Los Angeles was
going to be claimed by another team. Another
player. That wasn’t this night. When Bryant
brought his team back and showed Los Angeles
his defiance.
Bryant did it throughout the second half and at
game’s end.
After Brand strokes a turnaround post move,
the Clippers go up 109-108 with 11.4 seconds left.
Staples Center stands. Everyone knows who’s
going to get the ball. Everybody wants you-knowwho to get the ball.
He does. And drives. Levitates over three defenders. Flying to his left.
The chants hail down again. Like echoes at the
edge of a canyon.
Kobe. Kobe. Kobe.
Scores. n
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Speed, Power
& Grace…
Three Angelinos take Italy on ice.
by A nd rew

H a a s - R o c h e

Winter is coming to Los Angeles; it will be on television of course, as it is
every four years. The 2006 Winter Olympics begin February 11 in Torino,
Italy and there are good reasons to watch. While the concept of winter is
foreign to Southern California, the Olympics offer an opportunity to experience the pleasures of snow and ice, without the heavy coats and frostbite.
There are even a few Olympians to keep an eye on, and believe it or not they
come from LA.
Michelle Kwan, a Torrance native and Manhattan Beach resident, has captured the Olympics center stage yet again, but this time it is not because of
what she has done in the rink. The U.S. hockey team looks promising and
the Los Angeles Kings are sending two veteran players, Aaron Miller and
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The seventeenyear-old Kim is
taking the skating
world by storm.
Born
in
Seoul,
Korea, Kim’s parents lived in Southern California for
12 years where they
became documented U.S. citizens.
The only sport
Kim has ever known
is speedskating and
she has dedicated her entire childhood to her
dream of competing in the Olympics.
She has said, “when I was 14 years old, I
knew I wanted to make it to the Olympic” telling herself “I have to do this…it’s my goal”.
She began skating at age 11, training six days
a week and now it is paying off tremendously.
She has already clinched her spot on the team,
and even set some records along the way. She
currently holds the U.S. record speed for the
1000-meter and won all of her events at the
2004 national championships.
For Kim, her young career is off to an impressive start and the best is yet to come. She
will be competing in her first Olympic games

M

Controversy
abounds for the
25 year-old figure
skating legend.
Michelle Kwan
bypassed the national championships with a groin
injury but was
still granted a
spot on the team,
snubbing third
place
finisher
Emily Hughes.
To some, requesting a pass
onto the team and
robbing 16-year-old Hughes’ first opportunity to compete
in the Olympics tarnished her once pristine reputation.
Kwan, however, has been on the other end of a similar
scenario. In 1994. Amidst the Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya
Harding scandal, the 13-year-old Kwan was named the
alternate in place of the injured Kerrigan, who was struck
in the kneecap with a tire wrench. Kerrigan was finally let

Aaron Miller
and Craig Conroy
For Los Angeles Kings’ defensiveman Aaron
Miller and forward Craig Conroy there is some hope
of being noticed in Italy. While that is not the case for
them with the Los Angeles Kings, the U.S. Olympic
hockey team offers a chance to showcase American
hockey in Torino, where people may actually watch.
The hockey team has high hopes this February
of taking home their first gold medal
since the 1980 Miracle on Ice. Miller
was on the 2002 team in Salt Lake
City, taking home a silver medal, but
this will be Conroy’s first stint on the
world stage. Neither player is a star
in the National Hockey League. In
fact, most of the NHL’s superstars
2on Czech and Canadian teams.
Still, the U.S. team should compete

www.losangelesjour nal.com

with its neighbors to the north, who are going for
their second gold in a row. The NHL’s bleak return
from last year’s lockout has left fans disinterested,
but Torino will be a golden opportunity to restore
dignity to American hockey.
Both Miller and Conroy are tested 13-year veterans in the NHL. Miller’s career has been riddled
with injuries, including a big chunk of this
season, but he has returned to the Kings and
should be healthy in
time for Torino. Conroy
has had a strong start to
the season, scoring 51
points (18 goals, 33 assists) in 52 games, earn-
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A Cold
Month for Sports
b y Tr a v i s
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“The flowers of late winter and early spring
occupy places in our hearts well out of proportion
to their size,” wrote Gertrude S. Wister.
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acquisition of the Saints interests LA city officials, it’s doubtful a team is coming to LA before
2008.
College Football? The wounds are still fresh.
Let the nightmare of the Rose Bowl fade out.
Wait until May to discuss the future of USC and
UCLA football. By then, hopefully, the ghost of
Vince Young would have vacated this town.
College Basketball? It’s tough adjusting from
football to basketball. UCLA looks good, but it’s
not quite March.
Plus, the level of play has been weak since high
school athletes started leap-frogging their way to
the NBA. It’s difficult to tell the difference between
a high school game and the college level.
The National Basketball Association? Wayne
Gretzky once said, “100% of the shots you don’t
take don’t go in.” Kobe Bryant agrees with
Wayne’s theory. His ball hogging antics produce
big numbers, but not enough wins to save the
Lakers. Ironically, Gretzky’s goals were never
enough to save the Kings.
By the way, the Clippers are back to their
losing ways.
Major League Baseball? Pre-season is still
light-years away. The steroid and trade drama
will probably calm down for a while, and won’t
pick up until pre-season.

A

call out call outcall out call outcall out call
outcall out call outcall out call out
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Right now, Los Angeles sports fans disagree
with Wister’s quote. The flower in their hearts died
last months. USC’s heart breaking defeat in the
Rose Bowl left the city spirits at an all-time low,
and it’s destined to stay that way for some time.
February offers LA sports fans little redemption.
Check out the line-up for this month. It looks
like a monster, but is merely a tease for LA.
Super Bowl XL? Great sporting event, but it’s
always over by halftime. Also LA doesn’t have a
team. Los Angeles is in the same boat as Portland.
Although, the scandal surrounding a possible

Every analyst, in February, picks the Yankees to
win the World Series. What
makes this year any different?
College Baseball? Yikes. The Little League
World Series receives more coverage. True, the
level of play is decent, but there’s no excitement.
Fans usually sleep in the bleachers as the season
slowly plays out.
National Hockey League? Please. Angelinos
didn’t even notice the absence of hockey last year.
The Kings always suck and it’s impossible to root
for a team named after a cheesy Disney movie.
The Olympic Winter Games? That’s a joke.
People who truly love cross-country skiing and
curling do not live in Los Angeles. Why would
they? For the weather?
Some might be
interested in the
Michelle Kwan controversy –she really
didn’t earn a spot on
the U.S. team—but that’s small potatoes in comparison to the Nancy Kerrigan-Tonya Harding
feud.
Besides, the Winter X-games dwarf the
Olympics. The snowboarding coverage at the
games stinks. In fact, the only memorable
Olympic snowboarding moment came when a
Canadian lost his gold medal because he tested
positive for marijuana.
Professional Golf Association? The only important events are the majors, and they don’t start
until April. February tournaments are always
boring and useless. They just fill up valuable
ESPN airtime.
NASCAR? Didn’t Tony Stewart win the
Nextel Cup like two days ago? Talk about a
short off-season.
Anyway, it’s the southern states, not Southern
California that support Dale Jr. and Jeff Gordon.
Thank God February is the shortest month. An
extra three days might push some sports addicts
over the edge. No matter how bad times become,
remember what Coach Paul “Bear” Bryant said,
“Don’t give up at half-time. Concentrate on winning the second half.”
January and February are a lousy first quarter for LA. Don’t fret, though. The last three
quarters can’t be any worse. n
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s the old adage goes, you can’t
make everyone happy all the
time. Well, in the world of
professional sports, no one’s
ever happy.
Barry Bonds hates the media.
He thinks they pick on him.
Well, that’s what happens when
you act like a punk.
The press over-exposes female Indy racer, Danika
Patrick. Result: She‘s treated like a leper by her male
competition.
Now, PGA golfer Jean Van de Velde plans to infiltrate
the 2006 LPGA British Open. He’s freaked because the
regular event plans to open its doors to women. Therefore, he thinks it’s fair to take a crack at the ladies.
“I’ll shave my legs and wear a kilt if I have to,” the
Frenchmen said.
Maybe Van de Velde should change his name to
Dennis Rodman, a guy who would’ve benefited from
NBA commissioner David Stern’s new dress policy.
Before players “suited up“ for the 2005-2006
season, David Stern instituted a new policy requiring
players to wear business casual attire while attending team and league affairs. Days of throw-back
jerseys, “bling-bling,” ipods, baggy shorts, hats and
doo-rags are finished.
Good-bye, Footlocker. Hello, Nordstroms.
Now ESPN can include a red carpet segment on
their new show, “ESPN HOLLYWOOD.”
Awww! The thought of Joan Rivers judging who’s
the better dresser, Kobe Bryant or Shaq, is sooooo
cute…ha ha.
NBA players aren‘t laughing.
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SUITING UP

Shortly after Stern announced his decision, the sky
came crashing down. High school drama in the NBA.
Players were bitching and moaning as if they‘d been
issued plaid skirts. Even the normally mild-mannered
Tim Duncan of the San Antonio Spurs started popping
off to his principal…I mean, commissioner.
“I think it’s a load of crap,” said Duncan in recent
papers. “I understand what they’re trying to do with
the hats and do-rags and jerseys and stuff. That’s fine.
But I don’t understand why they would take it to this
level. I think it’s basically retarded.”
Okay, Duncan has a point. The dress code is
retarded, but take warning. Anyone who breaks it is
subject to a steep fine. A penalty many were ready to
wear (pun intended).
However, best not mess around, Tim. Stern’s got
the power, it seems. His main objective is to make
the owners rich and appease advertisers. One way he
can do that is by taxing your ass. Still, it’s unlikely that
Stern will morph into Filimore Slim anytime soon. In
fact, Stern has been quoted as saying he’s “confident
that (the dress code) will be complied with.”
So far he’s been right.
True, Dwayne Wade and a few others bent the
rules earlier this season, but no biggie. Their new look
wasn’t too far off the standard. That’s probably why
none of them received fines.
The Indiana Pacers Stephen Jackson wore his
jewelry in defiance of the code for a few games. His
defiance was not in the name of fashion, but an antiracist protest.
Jackson stated, “I think it’s a racist statement
because a lot of the guys wearing the chains are my
age and are black.” Jackson’s protest ended shortly
after the start of the season. Jackson said,” I love my
jewelry. But I love playing basketball.”
Although the dress code does eliminate many
items of clothing black athletes consider part of their
heritage, it’s ridiculous to assume David Stern originally planned to attack black culture. If anything, Stern
is old school and far from hip…or hip-hop. Maybe
that’s why he’s been willing to overlook a few minor
infractions.
Just please don’t go Rodman on him.
When my old high school, Long Beach Wilson, passed
a rule that forced students to tuck their shirts into
their pants, no one complied. Two years later, the entire
school was in uniforms -white and khaki. It was ugly.
Learn from the story of Wilson High Schools, boys.
Stern sets the fashion trends in the NBA. He’s got the
power to dress you up in blouses, if he wants.You’re
all his children. Treat the mother of the NBA with
some respect and he’ll bend over backwards.
Push his buttons and you might see Joan Rivers
sitting courtside. ■
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Challenging
Mental Stereotypes
From Jackass to The Ringer with Johnny Knoxville.
Jo h n

E s t h e r

Y

ou probably would not call it revolutionary, but Johnny Knoxville, the co-creator and star of
the controversial MTV reality
series Jackass, expanded what
passes for entertainment in our
so-called information age.
Los Angeles Journal: What
attracted you to the role in the first place?
Johnny Knoxville: Ricky Blitt wrote this great script
and the Farrelly brothers were attached.
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LAJ: What do you think you have in
common with your character?
JK: Steve hadn’t been around any mentally challenged people before the [time in the] film and
neither did I. In the film he’s got ten new friends
and I do as well.
LAJ: How enjoyable was it for you to do
this movie?
JK: I’m more proud of this movie than anything I’ve
done. I don’t want to sound like the guy trying to say
all the right things, but I feel lucky to know Eddie
and John and be involved in the Special Olympics.
LAJ: Did you get a bit out of shape for the
role?
JK: I got out of shape a little for it. But before the
film started I hurt my back because I have a bad
back from Jackass. I took these anti-inflammatory [pills] for about 5-6 days and my skin was red
from head to toe like a lobster or something. Luckily we had a week off; otherwise the film would
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have had to shut down for a week. I had to take a
bunch of steroids to get rid of the rash and I gained
another 15 pounds. I got really, really heavy.
LAJ: What was it like acting with these actors
that had different abilities?
JK: I never had any interaction with mentally
challenged people before. I don’t alter the register
of my voice. I just talk to them like regular people.
I think that’s the big message behind the movie.
Most movies that have ever dealt with the mentally challenged [are] like an “afternoon school
special.” They can play villains. They can play the
wiseass. They’re just like us. Some are wiseasses.
Some are pricks. Just like everybody else. They’re
human. Just treat them like that.
LAJ: You said you had injuries from Jackass. What were the circumstances?
JK: I have all kinds of injuries from Jackass:
ankles, back, concussions; but the back is the one
that really occurs mostly. My ankles I’ve broke
about three times a piece.
LAJ: How much fun was Jackass?
JK: We were working until seven or eight and
then go out until three or four in the morning
and get up the next morning at ten and then
go get something sprained or go to the hospital. You can only do that so long. We were on
the air for nine months and I quit the show and
then we decided to do the movie. That was four
years ago. We’ve been thinking about trying to
do another one. n
www.losangelesjour nal.com
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“Syriana” Review
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By Allie Bullock-Kagamaster
In the political thriller Syriana, George Clooney (Good Night and Good Luck, Oceans 12)
embraces the role of his career, that of CIA agent
Bob Barnes, who is winding down
from more than 20 years of service
mostly spent in places where he can
use Farsi and Arabic. He seems to
want one last hoorah, to leave an
indelible mark, before throwing in
the towel, which in his case would
translate to a desk job. In the process,
he loses track of a missile.
Young energy market analyst Bryan
Woodman (Matt Damon, Oceans 12,
The Bourne Identity), on the other
hand, is in his prime, reporting from an
overseas syndicate on how oil investments affect societies.
Though Syriana, a term used
by the intelligence community for a
prototype Middle Eastern democracy,
depicts multiple thought-provoking sides of a complex oil-rich fence,
to some, Stephen Gaghan’s (Traffic) brilliant screenplay, taken from
Robert Baer’s book, See No Evil:

is married with kids, and has a cool job based in
Geneva).
Through a chance meeting, Damon’s analyst
interfaces with Prince Nasir Al-Subaai (Alexander
Siddig, Kingdom of Heaven), possibly the future

The True Story of a Ground Soldier, seems somewhat preachy.
However, Syriana is a sermon
worth heeding.
The film’s central message—how
everything related to empowering
the Middle East is inter-connected—is delivered by a bloated George
Clooney (he gained 35 pounds to
blend into the complex story) and a
commodities-friendly Matt Damon
(in a gut grabbing role that could be
Will Hunting (Good Will Hunting)
resurrected, only now he’s in his 30s,
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emir, who befriends Damon in an effort to flesh out
his ideological plans for a better use of profits for his
country from the sale of oil.
The plot thickens as the oil flows into deep pockets
formed through greedy mergers anxious to slurp up
profits for their own interests.
Jeffrey Wright’s (Basquiat) Bennett Holiday, who
wields an expressionless high-powered attorney in search
of “an illusion of due diligence,” with respect to mergers
and acquisitions for one of their clients involved in an oil
deal, gives the film a gritty texture reminiscent of the cold
war conspiracy theories that abounded then but seem to
have been flourishing all along.
Added to the mix of Gaghan’s superior direction is a
would-be suicide bomber Wasim Kahn (Mazhar Munir),
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playing an out-of-work migrant from Pakistan who becomes privy through a radical cleric to Clooney’s missing
missile, the Royals (including the outgoing emir and his
two prince sons vying for the title), and those who practice international law, the lead of which is played unrelentingly by veteran actor Christopher Plummer (The
Sound of Music) to promote global oil deals (headed
by Chris Cooper, American Beauty, Jarhead) closely
watched by the State Department.
Syriana is that rare film that demands its audience participate. Gus Van Sant’s Exotica comes to
mind; in that film, the players were all somehow intertwined, too, in surprising and unexpected ways.
Shot through the lens of hand held cameras that
add a film noir effect, watching Syriana’s woven
parallel under-stories plot through
its diverse density of players is like
watching a masterpiece unfold. It’s
as though Gaghan is directing viewers from his special place behind each
intriguing scene to catch the irony of
feigned current events, including a
painful torture scene.
From Wasim’s clichéd disillusionment, the life of a suicider
always sad yet somehow understandable in terms of the seductiveness of religious fervor that lures so
many to heaven’s gate prematurely,
to the unexpected death of a young
American who suffers a freak accident, Syriana makes clear that
people of the world are made of the
same stuff.
Everything is truly connected—the
bomber and the prince, the legalese
players and oil capitalists, the analyst
and the agent, all performing according to plan in a mishandled world of
unleveled playing fields. n
Allie Bullock-Kagamaster is a west coast
journalist and documentary writer, research
specialist, and editor of international engineering reports for Italian, Polish and Iraqi
projects, with film projects in development. You
can reach her at: americaneditor@yahoo.com
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http://rangenet.org/crosswords/

Across
1. The oldest living thing is a quiet
_____
6. eastern standard time
8. Columbia _____ rockcress
11. Magnolia (state flower)
12. Panacea or Snake _____? A
review of the abundant research...
14. _____ daisy
16. Snowy _____
17. Where the moon caresses my
_____
19. GIC - grazing reduces fuels
_____ that fires can’t burn
21. Arizona sisters _____where
23. a lighting fixture
24. The nights are cool and I’m a
_____
25. Congress likely to kill roads deal
(Utah - __2477)
26. Utah yucca (symbol)
27. State bird of Rhode Island
30. Commissioners offer _____
ideas for species act
31. __. note: This story contains one
major misstatement.
33. Eastern Kingbird genus (sci.)
34. Land swap too hot _____ handle
36. Belsky, A.J. and _._. Blumenthal.
1997. Effects of livestock grazing
on stand dynamics and soils of upland forests of the Interior West.
Conservation Biology 11:315- 327.
37. Penalty for Unauthorized Grazing _____
39. If the merc’ ain’t pumpin’ a _____-plus
42. Come _____ with me
44. Investigation of _____ horses in Nevada raises anger, questions
46. _____. Desert Tortoise Council Presentation, March 16-18, 2001
Down
1. _____ Best
2. The Ocean State
3. Lupinus subvexus subvexus
4. Wildlands Project writ large (__: HR652)
5. Parks service _____ grazing plan (AU)
7. Victoria for short
9. lubricants
10. _____ Auditors Denounce BLM Land Swaps
13. Forest service manager not preserving _____ Padres
15. State tree of Rhode Island
18. _____ of Wildlife
20. _____ the hillside no more
21. avalanche-lily genus (sci.)
22. Access, grazing among _____ raised by forest plan
25. Western Watersheds Project Sues BLM for Scheme to _____ 47
Square Miles of Nevada Forest
28. Tribes criticize over_____ of Bureau of Indian Affairs
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29. Coalition seeks funding for forest plan alternative (Medicine Bow
__)
32. What we need to _____ to Preserve America’s National Parks
33. Drought Not Budging, _____ to El Nino
35. And _____ cannot resist my command
36. Rancher Pleads Guilty: Score one for _____ evidence
38. Cool ocean a buffer to _____ Nino
40. Taylor Grazing Act
41. Interdisciplinary Team
43. Wild Rose (state flower)
45. __. Stephen Best
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March Whorescopes - “We all know where you’ve been...
Find out where you’re GOING!”

by Angela Lovell
w w w. t i c k i n g b oxe s . c o m

Pisces, for your birthday I suggest you treat
yourself to your OWN apartment, free of
cereal-stealing roommates and their sloppy
drunk friends (you prefer remaining an
ALONE-drunk anyway.) You’ve been talking
forever about living on your own and thus
gaining the privacy to make proper sacrifices
to your dark lord, Satan.
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Raindrops On Roses and
Whiskers On FISHes

Dear DiARIES...

You’re good listeners. Maybe TOO
good. The rest of us babble in your
company because you’re so convincing
as you hang on our every word. Are we really
that interesting or are you stocking up goods to
use against us? Don’t exploit your friends, Aries.
You’re usually quite good at keeping secrets.
And not only can most of us can kick your ass,
but we’ve got some dirt on you, drunk-talker.

BULLy, Don’t Be A Hero
You’re good with advice, but you’re even
better at saying, “I don’t know.” That’s
what I love about you, Taurus - you’re
so educated that you rarely have to pass,
but when you don’t know ya ante up.
Don’t be tempted now to start bullshitting in
attempts to make yourself look smarter. Isn’t
it enough that people still ask your advice after
that day you wandered around unknowingly
missing a lens in your sunglasses?
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Fool Me Once, Shame
On You, Fool Me Twice,
Shame on GEMINI
Holy crap, Twins, your life is so good
lately it could be a Lifetime Original Movie of The Week, but better cos your
movie would have some nudity in it! Just don’t
count those chicks before they hatch, mighty
one. We’re all very impressed with your recent
wielding of Mars entering Gemini. Good stuff.
But don’t start boasting until the deals are
sealed. Don’t be that Gemini who cried, “Wolf!”
It’s confusing since so many of us are already
used to calling you, “Wolf” anyway.

I’m Your Private
CANCER, I’ll Do What
You Want Me To Do...
There is nothing more nerve-racking to a Cancer than asking someone
what they want and that someone replying,
“Surprise me!” You guys don’t do well picking things out for other people - or so you tell
yourselves. Just be cool, Cancer, and don’t be
so passive. There’s nothing more awkward and
embarrassing than a super-sloppy passive-aggressive crab scuttling about trying to decide if
they should pick chocolate or vanilla,

Achieve MultipLE Orgasms
Recently, I was sucked into some very
obvious dating tip columns and thought
to myself, “Who doesn’t know not to
do or say this crap?!” And that’s when
I thought of you, dear, sweet, raunchy Leo.
Your idea of being “honest” translates to

www.losangelesjour nal.com

many as “being slutty.” For instance, don’t
mention your lack of gag reflex on the first
date unless that’s all you wanna get out
of the relationship. Duh! Gag me with a
spoon, Leo! And don’t brag about your ability to have many orgasms in one night.

Billie Jean Is Not My
VIRGO

0
0
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Avoid children this month! I can’t
say it enough, Capricorn. Just by
smelling the little rugrats you’ll get
nutty and your body will start to tell
you, “Maybe I do want kids!” You
probably do - Capricorn loves big families
and dreams of sitting at the head of a large
dinner table, cutting a salty ham and retelling some anarchist adventure to the grandkids. But cool your jets. Keep having FUN.
Now’s good for a little timeout to explore
all kinds of options. And even if you never
do have a bunch of kids with dirty diapers
take solace that you’ll certainly have enough
money to buy people to come over at all
hours of the day to wipe your old behind!
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All work and no play makes Scorpio a dull
boy. Though you require less sleep than a
sixteen year-old on appetite suppressants,
I’m worried Scorpio. For the last six months
Mars has reeked havoc on your lovelife,
flushing all kinds of insignificant debris
to the surface and driving you now to hole
yourself up with work. But love is extremely
important to you, Scorpio, more so than any
other sign of the zodiac. Even if it gets away,
love motivates and defines you.

I’ve Fallen and I Can’t
GOAT Up!

C

You’re a Maniac On the SCORPIO

R

Ack! Mercury retrograde is here to fuck
with Libra! And all the eclipses in March
are really gonna play with your
head. But stay on task, busy Libra,
and get ahead of your work load.
Some travel is in store for you and it
may come outta no where. Though
most Libras are enviably well-traveled, this next journey is about to make you
feel very young and naive in the good way.

A

Outgrowing the
TrainLIng BRA

Sagittarius... You deletedz your MySpace
and Friendster accounts, despite your
pursuit to accumulate slutty and
clever comments from people
attesting your hotness and legendary coolness. (You’re just in time
to delete MySpace after Rupert
Muroch-Hitler bought it out!) Now you’re
thinking that was stupid - crazy, even. It
probably was since self-promotion is priceless to Sagittarius. But you were cleaning
house, tossing out clothes that don’t define
the NEW you and unloading the people who
wanna keep you down.

M

World-famous Virgo, Michael Jackson,
is not a pedophile. He’s a retard. He
doesn’t have slurred speech and he knows not
to touch himself like other “mentally challenged” folk (except in that old controversial
Pepsi commercial), but he’s definitely a retard.
That’s why he likes hanging out with KIDS
- not cos he wants to rub on them, because he
still is one in his retarded, fragile mind.

Crazy As a
MARCHER Hare

Nice Jugs, AQUARIUS

The sign of Water-Bearer has been
frustrated lately. Recently, I overheard
an Aquarius shouting, “I don’t need
you! I can lick my OWN nipples!” That’s
a great attitude! But then I rounded
the corner and saw she was shouting at her
own reflection. Which is okay. What’s not
okay is the nail-biting you do over childhood
dreams not fitting into the grown-up world

l.a.j.
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